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In this thesis, “process instrument” refers to a measurement device that is used to
continuously measure and control an industrial process, in contrast to “scientific in-
strument”, which refers to a measurement device used in a laboratory environment.

Novel process instruments have a major role in increasing the efficiency of industrial
processes. However, management literature addressing the successful development
and diffusion of process instruments is scarce. This Master’s thesis addresses the gap
by studying the adoption and diffusion of novel process instruments. The conceptual
model of this thesis is based on the “diffusion of innovations” theory of Rogers.

This thesis triangulates the subject from three perspectives. First, literature on the
diffusion of industrial innovations is reviewed to understand the demand perspective.
Second, literature concerning the development of process instruments is described to
understand the supply perspective. Third, the experimental part of this thesis consists
of 13 interviews of Finnish pulp industry representatives and 3 interviews of Finnish
process instrument providers.

The findings of this thesis indicate that four major factors and multiple minor factors
can inhibit the adoption and diffusion of novel process instruments. The four major
factors are uncertainty related to the potential economic benefit of the novel instru-
ment, uncertain technical reliability of the instrument, considerable heterogeneity in
the potential benefit between different factories, and practical difficulties of taking the
novel process instrument into regular use.

In the discussion section, directions for further research are considered. Additionally,
Rogers’ theory is suggested to be more applicable in describing the adoption by indi-
viduals than organizations. A need for a model focusing on the diffusion of industrial
innovations is indicated.

At the end of the thesis, potential strategic decisions are proposed for managers to
address the identified inhibiting factors. For example, described strategical choices in-
clude continuous improvement of the instrument and building knowledge on the pro-
cess and the environment.
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Tässä opinnäytetyössä “prosessi-instrumentti” viittaa mittalaitteisiin, joita käytetään
jatkuvatoimisesti kontrolloimaan teollisia prosesseja, kun taas “tieteellinen instrument-
ti” viittaa mittalaitteisiin, joita käytetään laboratorioympäristössä.

Uusilla prosessi-instrumenteilla on merkittävä rooli teollisuuden prosessien tehokkuu-
den parantamisessa. Prosessi-instrumenttien kehitystyöstä ja leviämisestä prosessiteol-
lisuudessa on kuitenkin vain vähän aiempaa tutkimusta. Tässä opinnäytetyössä selvi-
tetään uusien prosessi-instrumenttien leviämistä teollisuudessa, ja tutkimuksen käsite-
malli pohjautuu Rogersin innovaatioiden diffuusion teoriaan.

Tutkimus tarkastelee aihetta kolmesta perspektiivistä. Ensiksi opinnäytetyössä tarkas-
tellaan teollisten innovaatioiden diffuusiota teknologian kysyntäpuolen ymmärtämi-
seksi. Toiseksi työssä selvitetään prosessi-instrumentaatioon liittyvää aiempaa kirjalli-
suutta tarjontapuolen ymmärtämiseksi. Kolmanneksi työ sisältää kuusitoista haastatte-
lua, joista kolmessatoista haastateltiin Suomen selluteollisuuden edustajia ja kolmessa
suomalaisten prosessi-instrumenttivalmistajien asiantuntijoita.

Tutkimuksen löydöksissä esitetään neljä ensisijaista ja monia toissijaisia diffuusiota
hidastavia tekijöitä. Neljä ensisijaista tekijää ovat prosessi-instrumentista saatuun hyö-
tyyn liittyvä taloudellinen epävarmuus, heikko tekninen toimintavarmuus, hyödyn laa-
ja heterogeenisyys tehtaiden välillä sekä instrumentin käyttöönottoon liittyvät vaikeu-
det kuten asennus ja kalibrointi.

Opinnäytetyön johtopäätöksissä tarjotaan tutkijoille jatkotutkimusaiheita ja esitetään,
että Rogerssin malli soveltuu paremmin kuvaamaan yksilöiden kuin organisaatioiden
omaksumista. Lisäksi ehdotetaan tarve teollisten innovaatioiden diffuusiota kuvaavalle
teorialle.

Työn lopussa ehdotetaan mahdollisia strategisia päätöksiä, joilla prosessi-
instrumentteja valmistavat yritykset voivat vähentää tunnistettujen hidasteiden
vaikutusta diffuusioon. Ehdotettuja strategisia valintoja ovat muun muassa laitteen
jatkuva kehitystyö sekä investointi asiakkaan prosessien ymmärtämiseen.
Asiasanat: innovaation adoptio, innovaatioiden diffuusio, prosessi-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A process instrument is a measurement device that is used to continuously measure and control
industrial processes. Novel process instruments can offer factories better ways to optimize
processes, which can lead to raw material savings, more stable processes, and end product
quality improvements. To decrease the environmental impact of industrial processes, novel
process instruments should be adopted quickly. However, previous research has demonstrated
that new innovations are generally adopted slowly in factories.

Many studies have focused on the adoption of new technologies in manufacturing industries
(e.g. Utterback, 1974; Cooper, 1979; Ray, 1989), and environmental concerns have further
fuelled the interest with a focus on the adoption of energy efficient technologies (e.g. del Río
González, 2005; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). However, management research focusing on
the adoption and diffusion of process instruments is limited.

Process instruments are related to scientific instruments, which have received some interest
as a focus of management literature. Rothwell et al. (1974) have studied differences between
21 success-failure -pairs of scientific and process instruments. The study underlines the impor-
tance of understanding user needs as well as extensive marketing efforts. However, the study is
old, instruments were defined poorly and the sample size was relatively small, so the study of-
fers only a limited understanding on the adoption of process instruments in a modern industrial
context.

This thesis seeks to address this gap. The objective of this thesis is primarily to develop un-
derstanding on the adoption of new product innovations in the field of process instrumentation
in order to help managers make better decisions. However, adoption is a narrow perspective
that is mainly concerned with drivers, barriers and factors that precede the decision to adopt.
Innovation diffusion is a better concept, as it holistically refers to the spread of innovation in
the whole social system, and thus it is also concerned with what happens after the decision to
adopt. Therefore the objective of the thesis is encapsulated in the following research question:

What factors have the most impact on the diffusion of novel process instruments?

Novel process instruments are either developed to substitute existing instruments with a
superior performance, or measure completely new materials, which previously have not been
possible to measure. In this study, I use the term complex process instrument to refer to the
technically complex process instruments to rule out simple thermometers or pressuremeters.
Complex and simple process instruments are compared in Section 2.3.2.

The research question is addressed by triangulating the subject from three perspectives.
First, past literature on manufacturing diffusion is reviewed and synthesized to show how other
innovations diffuse in manufacturing industries. Second, literature on process and scientific
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

instruments is elaborated. Third, sixteen interviews were conducted to gather information from
Finnish pulp factories and Finnish instrument providers.

Structure of the thesis
In Chapter 2, first, the theoretical reference frame is portrayed and a conceptual model is de-
veloped. Then, relevant literature is presented to build understanding on industrial innovation
and scientific instruments.

Chapter 3 presents information on the interviews and describes qualitative pattern matching,
which is used as the methodology of this study. Appendix B and Appendix C provide informa-
tion about the environment of the study: History of Finnish pulp industry and wood moisture
measurement, which help to interpret and understand the findings and their limitations.

In Chapter 4, I present the findings of the interviews, and based on the interviews and pre-
vious literature I specify the main factors that inhibit the diffusion of process instruments. Last,
in Chapter 5, I conclude the thesis by discussing the findings from a theoretical perspective.
Based on the findings, I also propose possible managerial actions which can promote diffusion.

About the language of the thesis
Being fully conscious of typical academic English conventions that assert the utilization of so-
phisticated words, sometimes emphasize intricate sentence structures and invariably encourage
towards the dissipation of the first person pronoun, the author of this thesis considers that when
deviating from this predisposition, an explanation is in order. The author holds the belief that
deliberate obfuscation these aforementioned conventions are exercised to enhance is mainly a
frivolous method of conveying an untruthful sense of intellect.

This is the type of arrant pedantry up with which I will not put1. I rather use the word “I”.
I rather seek simplicity so that the readers can understand my thesis without difficulties. Some
may interpret that the presence of “I” indicates uncertainties and hedging of the statements I
make. That is not my intention.

In addition, I regard that the interpretation of qualitative findings is often more or less
subjective. In natural sciences, seeking objective statements and expressing the objectivity in
the language is understandable. But in social sciences, such as management literature, seek of
objective truth is in many cases unfounded due to heterogeneities and numerous exceptions.
Therefore, I also seek to express not hedging but the subjectivity of the interpretations by
using the first pronoun. Even though I lack decades of experience in this field, I feel and I
believe my interpretations are fairly correct, but due to limitations of the sample and the chosen
methodology, some caution is warranted when the findings presented.

1This quote (reportedly misattributed to Winston Churchill) has company. Various praised writers share the
value of simplicity. For example, Daniel Kahneman: “If you care about being thought credible and intelligent, do
not use complex language where simpler language will do.” and George Orwell: “Never use a long word where a
short one will do.”



Chapter 2

Literature

In the first section of this chapter, I propose that the adoption and diffusion of innovations
can be studied from various perspectives, which provide similar results. The second section
presents diffusion of innovations, a theory popularized by E. M. Rogers (1962). This theory is
used as the theoretical reference frame of the study. Based on this theory, a conceptual model
is presented.

The third section of this chapter gives relevant definitions of “scientific instrument” and
“process instrument”. In short, process instruments are a sub-set of scientific instruments,
which are used to control processes in discrete manufacturing, food and process industries. In
the section, I also propose that industrial innovations compose the primary reference group of
process instruments.

After that, the fourth section examines the diffusion of industrial innovations by combining
findings from previous literature. Findings are synthesized by using the conceptual model.
This synthesis builds understanding on the adopter/demand -perspective of process instrument
diffusion.

In the fifth section of this chapter, previous studies on scientific instrumentation are pre-
sented. These studies help in understanding the diffusion from the supply side.

2.1 Theoretical background

2.1.1 From success factor studies to diffusion
Various studies have been conducted to find determinants that explain what makes a new tech-
nology successful. They illustrate what successful companies do in comparison with unsuc-
cessful companies. Based on Naumanen (2002), I call these studies success factor studies.

Multiple studies have collected and synthesized previous success factors studies (Utterback,
1974; Cooper, 1979; Naumanen, 2002; Wonglimpiyarat, 2005). To large extent, findings of
success factor studies are self evident (e.g. user need). Conformity is also present in business
model canvas (BMC), a framework that students and practitioners use1. Therefore, I regard
echoing these results would be redundant or even confusing to the reader. Rather, here I point
out the main findings of success factor studies and argue why they are still relevant. Then I
point out their limitations and why diffusion models are needed.

1Success factor studies also show large conformity with other non-scientific sources, such as top 20 reasons
why startups fail by CB insights (2019)

3



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE 4

Main findings and relevance

Many success factor studies have considered growth as a main indicator of company perfor-
mance and success. Indeed, a successful innovation attracts customer and grows company
revenue. Naturally other indicators of company performance could be used, such as potential
future growth or size of risks taken2. Still, growth is a good proxy for commercial success and
it is often readily available. (Naumanen, 2002)

User need is considered, perhaps unsurprisingly, the most important factor in multiple stud-
ies. For example, among success factor studies project SAPPHO, reported by Rothwell et al.
(1974), is a widely considered landmark due to its methodology of pairing companies (for ex-
ample Maidique & Zirger, 1984; Freeman, 1991 and Radosevic, Yoruk, et al., 2012). The
study’s main result emphasizes the importance of user need.

Utterback (1974) studies technology diffusion in industry by extensively synthesising find-
ings from previous retrospective literature3. He lists eight studies of technological innovation,
which all suggest that three quarters of industrial good innovation projects are started as a re-
sponse to a customer need (pull) rather than being based on new technological opportunities
(push). This also illustrates the importance of the user need.

However, user need is not the only requirement of success. As Maidique & Zirger (1984)
write, success cannot be explained by a “single magical factor”. According to Naumanen
(2002), Carlson (1988) researched 452 development projects financed by The Finnish Innova-
tion Fund [Sitra], but a general explanation why half succeeded and another half failed was not
found.

Understandably, success is requires simultaneous presence of multiple factors. Still, success
of a company is hard to predict even if multiple factors are taken into account. Project NewProd
focused on industrial new products by using almost 100 successes and 100 failures, and Cooper
(1979) reports the results by using a factor analysis of 18 dimensions, and concludes:

“Overriding all of these is the basic issue: is there really an answer to what makes
a new product a success? Perhaps the problem is so complex, and each case so
unique, that attempts to develop generalized solutions are in vain.”

Still, as Maidique & Zirger (1984) write, success factor studies have “broad areas of agree-
ment and several major differences”. They note that three main success factor studies (their
own, NewProd and SAPPHO) all underline good understanding of the marketplace as impor-
tant factor for new product success.

Even though the success factor studies do not provide a uniform understanding on all new
product launches, they are still relevant. For example, these studies emphasize the importance
of good management practices4, and they also emphasize technical skills and resources are
important. These studies help focusing managerial attention and research to right areas.

I also argue that whilst results of a success factor study may not be generalizable to other
industries, they still can bring up patterns in the particular industry. As these patterns are “best
practices”, they can help understanding adoption of technology and drivers of diffusion in the
industry.

2Risks should be considered to diminish the effect of survival bias and hindsight bias: If successful high growth
companies are studied, it is too easy to attribute success to other characteristics than good luck.

3Among many other studies, he includes Rothwell et al. (1974)
4For example, understanding users or establish targets for products such as high performance-to-cost ratio
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Limitations

Success factor studies also have various shortcomings. Naumanen (2002) considers success
factor studies provide only limited understanding on how companies should act, as due to
methodological shortcomings they lack specificity: The factors presented in studies are often
too general (e.g. superior product is important), and often too many factors are presented.
Many of these studies merely study correlation, causal relationship remains somewhat unclear.
The lack of scientific rigour, lack of common methodology such as common definitions make it
difficult to compare and combine results of these studies (Utterback, 1974; Naumanen, 2002).5

Utterback (1974) also argues that case studies may help as a source for ideas and hypotheses
but do not offer deeper understanding on the innovation process.

Also, as noted earlier, Cooper (1979) has used a factor model of 18 dimensions with 195
projects (102 successes and 93 failures). Nummenmaa (2009) notes that 200 is a relatively
small though somewhat adequate sample size for a factor analysis. However, the factor model
is likely overfitted, as sample size should be at least twenty times as large as the number of
factors.

Essentially, it is hard to use the results of success factor studies. Studies sometimes lack
good descriptions on the innovations, so the context of the results is not always clear. Causality
of a success factor can also be unclear: Rothwell et al. (1974) lists many variables that correlate
with success. Some of which are plausibly relevant. However, they also point out successful
companies have fewer bugs, overspend less and employ greater sales effort. These variables
only shift the question of good performance one step onwards: How to develop a product with
fewer bugs? How to overspend less? And further, as causality is not shown in the study,
the leap to “managers should employ greater sales effort” is unwarranted, because companies
with a bug-free product and a knowledge on user need might put greater efforts to sales than a
company with a poor product and no knowledge on market.

In addition, many major success factor studies have been carried out between 1970-1991,
and over the last thirty years, business environment has changed in various ways. For exam-
ple, introduction of internet, growing environmental concerns and more presently the havoc of
Covid-19 all have transformed both individuals’ and companies’ habits and priorities. There-
fore, the previous success factor studies offer limited understanding to present-day companies
on how to speed up adoption of new products. Naumanen (2002) suggests that more specific
frameworks and models provide better understanding on why some companies and some prod-
ucts are successful whereas others are not.

2.1.2 Variety of diffusion frameworks
Diffusion is the process by which an idea, innovation or a technology spreads from person to
person and ultimately is adopted by the audience. Where success factor studies lack specificity,
diffusion based theories provide better explanations on why some innovations are successful
and some are not: They describe the reasons why individuals adopt and why they spread the
innovation. Rogers (1962) has described diffusion as an “uncertainty reduction process”.

However, there are various ways to understand and model diffusion and adoption. There-
fore, I will shortly introduce the diffusion process through quantitative models, after which I
focus more deeply on qualitative models.

5For example, Rothwell et al. (1974) compares pairs of successful and unsuccessful new product innovations,
whilst Cooper (1979) uses a multidimensional factor analysis.
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Quantitative diffusion models

Various quantitative models have been used to model and predict diffusion of technological
innovations. Reviews of different quantitative models can be found, for example, from Jaakkola
(1996) and Rao & Kishore (2010).

Bass (1963; 1969) model is one of the most famous quantitative diffusion models. Essen-
tially, bass model is a mixed model, which has two elements. First, internal diffusion is driven
by people who discuss with one another. Second, external diffusion is driven by company
promotion.

In epidemiological terms, the bass model assumes that people promote and spread a prod-
uct once they are “infected”. When external influence is zero, bass model simplifies to logistic
or “epidemical” diffusion model (Lund, 2006). Bass-SIR model for diffusion of new products
combines Bass with epidemiological “SIR”-model, which encompasses idea that customers
can “recover” from the “infection” of the idea, that is, stop using and thus spreading the inno-
vation (Fibich, 2016). Bass model can also be extended to cover successive generations, where
individuals purchase the same product repeatedly (Bass, 2004).

The rate of diffusion over time is often quite close to a normal distribution, forming a
distinctive S-curve of cumulative adoption (e.g. Ryan & Gross, 1950). The internal diffusion
can help explaining the S-shape of diffusion pattern, as due to internal diffusion, new adopters
are introduced in exponential fashion until the population starts to limit the diffusion.

I propose the distinctive S-shape could also be explained by normal-distributed “need” for
the product. People’s desires or “innovativeness” to adopt a new technology can be seen as
a sum of independent factors, which will, according to central limit theorem6, tend towards
normal distribution. If a product then develops at a linear rate, adoption in theory should follow
a normal curve.

I have presented quantitative models as in many cases they can yield good predictions on a
general diffusion pattern, and as they help understanding major patterns of diffusion (internal,
external, repeated purchases). However, the strength of internal and external diffusion have
large variations and they differ on the type of innovation, which reduces generalizability of a
model (e.g. Bass, 1969; Teng et al., 2002; M.-S. Kim & H. Kim, 2004; Lund, 2006).

Further, in industrial context the number of customers is often rather limited, so quantita-
tive analysis is problematic. For example, Oster (1982) shows that on a company level (that
owns multiple plants) diffusion can be discrete, and even go from 0 to 100, and suggests that
modelling diffusion by conventional means, such as fitting estimating a logistic path, can be
particularly misleading. In addition, as previous literature on process instrumentation is scarce,
this study focuses on building qualitative understanding, so quantitative models are not used,
and thus they will not be considered further.

Qualitative models

Here I suggest that various frameworks and models can provide understanding on the adoption
and diffusion of new technologies. Adoption of new technologies is often explained by a list
of factors that either promote or inhibit diffusion. In business schools these factors are called
barriers and driving forces. These barriers and driving forces can, for example, be classified as
market-related, behavioral and organizational (e.g. Thollander & Ottosson, 2007).

I consider barriers and driving forces are often redundant two sides of the same coin: Often
at the other side of barrier there is a driving force (or a barrier is a lack of driving force). Arens,

6If independent random variables are added, their normalized sum tends to normal distribution.
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Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) notes that drivers and barriers may overlap and change to one
another, he calls them as diffusion factors. In similar fashion, I refer to both barriers and driving
forces as factors that promote (or impede) diffusion.

A list of “diffusion promoting factors” can be helpful for managers, but a list is not often
enough to understand diffusion in other contexts. To extend understanding to new contexts,
frameworks and theories are needed to explain why some factors are important and others not.

The origin of diffusion literature dates back to the start of 20th century, but the paradigm
was formed with two studies of Ryan and Gross in 1943 and 1950 (Katz et al., 1963; Valente
& Rogers, 1995). Ryan & Gross (1950) indeed is one of the hallmark studies of diffusion
literature. By studying the acceptance and diffusion of hybrid corn in Iowa they, among other
things, note the bell-shape of adoption, the time lag between knowledge and adoption, and
“decisive differences existed between the leaders and laggards in the diffusion process”.

The article of Katz et al. (1963) was already named “Traditions of Research on the Diffu-
sion of Innovation”, and they suggested that seven factors define diffusion process: Acceptance,
time, diffusion item (idea or practice), adopting units (individual, groups), channels of commu-
nication, social structure and a given system of values or culture.

When Katz et al. (1963) published their paper, at the same time E. M. Rogers (1962) built
on the work of Ryan and Gross in his book Diffusion of Innovations, which is currently in
its fifth edition (Rogers, 2003). Rogers (2003) processes, criticizes and synthesizes previous
literature to a model. According to the diffusion of innovations theory (from now on, Rogers’
theory), four main elements are identifiable in every diffusion research study:

• Innovation (namely its perceived attributes of relative advantage, compatibility, complex-
ity, trialability and observability)

• Communication channels (by which means (media, interpersonal, observing) innovation
is communicated to people that have not adopted the innovation)

• Time (it takes for innovation process an innovation to spread to the population)

• Social system (structure of the population in which the diffusion takes place)

Many papers and theories since then discuss these same elements and antecedents of diffu-
sion, with only differences being in nomenclature and categorization.

For example, various success factor studies that are discussed above support Rogers’ theory
even though success factor studies use different terms than Rogers (2003). Rather than diffu-
sion, success factor studies seek to explain “growth”. Success factor studies emphasize the
importance of “user need” which according to Rogers’ theory is a part of innovation attributes.

Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) is a theory formulated by
Venkatesh et al. (2003), which can be used to explain adoption of new technologies. It is
based on eight models, among which is the diffusion of innovations theory of Rogers. In
similar fashion as Rogers’ theory, UTAUT includes elements such as performance and effort
expectancies (innovation attributes) as well as social influence (communication channels) that
affect the adoption.

Moreover, Rogers’ theory and diffusing innovations could be framed as “ideas” that repli-
cate themselves. Dawkins (2016) shortly discusses the diffusion of ideas in his book The Selfish
Gene, originally published in 1976, by coining the term meme. He suggests meme is a selfish
replicator of human culture that competes of human attention to survive. This “cultural gene”
is studied for example by S. Blackmore & S. J. Blackmore (2000).
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Gladwell (2006) popularizes the diffusion of ideas and innovations by proposing three rules
that explain social epidemics:

• The law of the few: Gladwell argues that according to Pareto principle, most diffusion
work is done by a relatively limited set of connectors, information specialists and sales-
men. As people form the social system, Rogers’ theory can be seen to include these in
“social system”, as well as “communication channels” that exist between the people.

• The Stickiness factor: The innovation has to be memorable to stick to be diffused on-
wards. Stickiness factor seems congruent with innovation attributes of the Rogers’ the-
ory.

• Power of context: The diffusion is to a large extent influenced by the environment,
Gladwell explains. This factor seems to contain the external factors that are not directly
related to Rogers’ theory.

The three factors definitely are important, and Gladwell has merits in illustration of case
examples, but he has been criticized of oversimplification and cherry-picking, and especially
of using fall in crime in New York as an example of a “tipping point” (Ferguson, 2019). There
is more to diffusion than these three factors.

When Rogers’ theory is used, it is also often modified. Peter et al. (2002) base their own
conceptual framework only partly on Rogers’ theory. Simões et al. (2020) combine Rogers’
theory with technology-organization-environment framework as well as institutional theory.

Institutional theory can indeed provide valuable tools to help understand why some tech-
nologies are used and some are not. DiMaggio & Powell (1983) question why organizations
are homogeneous to large extent, and explain this by identifying three mechanisms that drive
institutional isomorphism: Coercive (formal and informal pressures such as regulations or cul-
tural expectations), mimetic (uncertainties may drive organizations to mimic one another) and
normative (professionalization). These pressures push organizations towards a similar “iron
cage” (originally used by Max Weber). DiMaggio & Powell point out that when a new orga-
nizational field is born, it has considerable diversity, but over time organizations become more
homogeneous. I suggest the three types of institutional pressures can be considered through
innovation’s “compatibility with existing values” in Rogers’ theory.

Institutional theory is not limited to explaining how organizations develop. Rather, insti-
tutional theory can explain how institutions induce inertia to diffusion. Hargadon & Douglas
(2001) elaborates the relationship of contemporary institutions and new innovations, and shows
how Edison had to tackle the contemporary institutions of gas industry. They demonstrate Edi-
son sought conformity with the existing institutions by imitating the brightness and lampshades
to keep light provided with electricity as similar as gas-lightning. Edison also buried the elec-
tric lines under ground like gas mains even though telephone, telegraph and arc-lightning cables
were on air. This, also, seems to fit to Rogers’ theory under innovations’s “compatibility with
previous experiences” – innovation spreads faster if it is similar to previous experiences of an
adopter.

As shown, literature has used various theories and frameworks to explain innovation dif-
fusion in different contexts. Even though I have described many alternative views to examine
diffusion, I consider that only UTAUT and Rogers’ theory as plausible theoretical alternatives
for explaining the diffusion of industrial innovations – other theories and frameworks I have
suggested are merely narrow vantage points to particular types of ideas or innovations. The
vantage points offer important understanding on the diffusion of some innovations, but they
fall short explaining other innovations.
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Also, even though I have compared Rogers’ theory to these vantage points, I am not sug-
gesting that Rogers’ theory would be one to rule them all, but rather it merely illustrates Rogers’
theory is flexible and applicable in many different contexts, which makes it good for an explo-
rative study. UTAUT proposed by Venkatesh et al. (2003) on the other hand intends to mainly
explain acceptance of information technology. So even though it could be used in other con-
texts, it likely is suboptimal in explaining the adoption and diffusion of process instruments or
other industrial innovations.

As a conclusion, I have decided to use Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory as it is
distinguished from the other models and frameworks by the following characteristics:

• It is comprehensive as it considers the role of the innovation, as well as explains the
innovation-decision process in detail and segments adopters to five categories.

• It is widely accepted textbook model that is broadly used (sometimes with variations)

• It has been validated in various fields and for various innovations

2.2 Conceptual theory: Diffusion of Innovations
In this section, relevant parts of Rogers’ theory are elaborated. Figure 2.1 portrays the main
framework of Rogers’ theory. According to this framework, five variables determine the rate
of adoption. Rogers suggests rate of adoption is generally defined as a number of people that
adopt a new innovation in certain time period. I will call this framework as Rogers’ model as
previously authors have done so (Shibeika & Harty, 2015; Peter et al., 2002).

Rogers (2003, p. 222) however points out that the five perceived attributes have been the
most extensively studied7. Rogers (p. 221) also reveals that these five attributes explain 49-87
percent innovations’ adoption rates. I have little reason to believe the context of this thesis
would behave otherwise.

Rogers (2003, p. 223) even shows that little research has focused on determining relative
effects of the five variables. Rogers continues that the chapter concentrates only to the per-
ceived attributes on innovations. Therefore, this thesis follows suit and mainly focuses on the
perceived attributes of innovations8

In addition to the five perceived attributes, Rogers (p. 20) suggests time is an integral part
of diffusion. Therefore, first the five attributes are discussed after which the role of time is
elaborated.

2.2.1 Perceived innovation attributes
According to Rogers (2003), an innovation has five perceived attributes. Definitions of these
five factors are:

• Perceived relative advantage “is the degree to which the innovation is perceived as
better than the idea it supersedes”

7For example, Handfield & Pagell, 1995; Min et al., 2019; Salazar et al., 2020 all study perceived innovation
attributes, but none appears to study social system or communication channels explicitly. The five perceived
attributes of innovations are easiest to approach and study.

8Communication channels are discussed as a part of observability, and in Chapter 4 sales efforts are underlined.
Therefore, Figure 2.1 is still a relevant framework.
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Rate of 
adoption of 
innovations

Perceived attributes of innovations
1. Relative advantage
2. Complexity
3. Compatibility
4. Observability
5. Trialability

Type of Innovation-Decision
1. Optional
2. Collective
3. Authority

Communication Channels

Nature of the Social System

Extent of Change Agents’ 
Promotion Efforts

Figure 2.1: Rogers’ model uses five variables to explain the rate of adoption of an innovation.
Based on Rogers (2003) Figure 6-1

In page 229 Rogers (2003) points out, that relative advantage is often expressed in terms
of economic profitability or social prestige, though other options are also possible.

• Perceived complexity “is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to
understand and use”

In essence, complexity refers to the hidden costs of adoption: How much time is needed
to learn the innovation, and how troublesome the innovation is to use.

• Compatibility “is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent
with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters”

Rogers (2003, p. 240) elaborates this definition by noting that an innovation can be
compatible (or incompatible) with sociocultural values and beliefs, previously introduced
and adopted ideas and adopter needs for the innovation.

I thus consider past experiences as “previously introduced and adopted ideas”. Rogers
elaborates that old ideas are the mental tools people use to understand a new innova-
tion, so previously adopted ideas and their experiences thus have a high importance in
understanding new ideas.

In addition, in this thesis I propose that in organizational context special emphasis should
be given to innovation’s perceived compatibility with organization strategy, processes and
values. Values in general are inflexible, but especially in organizational context, values
are engrained in social norms and processes, so individual employee cannot change the
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organizational values without the acceptance of others. On comparison, individual can at
any point in time work towards changing their values.

I find “compatibility with adopter needs” is to large extent parallel with relative advan-
tage. However, I regard the distinction is of objective benefit and subjective emotion.
One can have clearly “relatively advantageous” technology (computers or smart phones)
that could save time and help people, but a laggard may not feel the emotional need to
buy one, for example, due to cognitive biases. Inversely, people may be tempted to buy
a fad product even if it does not really make their life better. Thus “compatibility with
adopter needs” seems to be a depiction of adopter world view and adopter emotions. In
B2B, however, sales and procurement process is more or less rational – needs and emo-
tions of individuals should not be a factor affecting diffusion9. Thus I suggest that in
organizational context “compatibility with user need” is less important.

• Trialability “is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited
basis” Rogers (2003) (p. 258) elaborates that a personal trial helps dispelling uncertain-
ties of the new innovation. It is thus helpful if the innovation can be, for example, divided
or if it can be tried on an installment plan.

• Observability “is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others”
Rogers (2003) (p. 16) gives solar water-heating as an example of a good observability,
and argues in comparison home computers are relatively low in observability. Rogers (p.
259) argues that hardware is well observable, whilst “software component of a techno-
logical innovation is not so apparent to observation”.

These explanations seem to indicate observability benefits strongly from seeing or phys-
ical tangibility. I consider that observability does not necessarily require seeing the in-
novation even though seeing might be the strongest form of observation. Rather, I think
observability describes how easy it is for an adopter to convert another adopter – how
easy it is to share and show the benefits of an innovation.

I consider this typology as analytic rather than empirically distinct. For example, relative
advantage is closely related to complexity – difficulties of use decrease both. Relative advan-
tage is also related to compatibility, as user need is reflected in both. Difficulities of taking an
innovation into use both increase complexity and decrease trialability.

As relative advantage and complexity are perceptions, these should not be confused with
objective attributes of innovations – it is not crucial whether the innovation actually provides the
advantage, but user must perceive the potential. Consequently, to speed up diffusion, innovation
must have a perceived benefit rather than just an objective benefit. In this thesis I use the term
“complex process instrument” to refer to measurement devices that objectively have complex
hardware and software. Thus I emphasize the adopters perceptions by using “perception” with
relative advantage and complexity when I refer to them.

Tornatzky & Klein (1982) show that relative advantage, compatibility and complexity are
most correlated with diffusion, whereas trialability and observability have less correlation with
the diffusion. They also studied other attributes (cost, communicability, divisibility, profitabil-
ity and social approval), but these were also insignificant.

However, I find it somewhat peculiar to compare these five attributes in parallel. Instead,
in Figure 2.2 I elaborate the relationship of these three attributes. I propose that compatibility,

9Of course employee emotions and employee needs affect the decisions, but often organizations seek to dimin-
ish the effect of emotions.
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trialability and observability are in essence tools that help enhancing the perception on the
relative advantage and complexity. Hence, it is only natural perceived relative advantage and
complexity have the largest importance.

Decision 
to adopt

Compatibility

Trialability

Observability

Initial perceptions on 
relative advantage and 

complexity

Enhanced perceptions on 
relative advantage and 

complexity

Reducing uncertainty

Figure 2.2: Relationship of the five perceived attributes

Rogers (2003, p. 234) defines preventive innovation as an innovation that lowers proba-
bility of some undesirable event in the future. Rogers declares preventive innovations have a
particularly slow rate of adoption as people have problems in quantifying the probability of an
unwanted future event. Rogers gives the example of seat belts, which is notorious for a slow
diffusion, whilst a faster pace of diffusion could have saved lives. World is full of preventive in-
novations. For example, Rogers mentions lifestyle changes that are valuable on the long-term.
I propose that Covid-19 vaccinations are also preventive innovations: People have problems
quantifying a benefit of the vaccine as it is somewhat far away and statistical.

With preventive innovations, it appears that difficulties in perceiving the benefit in essence
lower the perceived relative advantage. In addition, as the benefits are rare and far in the future,
I consider that the benefits of these types of innovations are also poorly visible to others. On
some level of course seat belt is “easy to observe” as it is visible, and the visibility can provoke
discussion as Rogers suggests. However, even though the innovation is tangible, the benefit
can be hard to observe, because people do not brag how seat belt and lifestyle changes have
prolonged their lives as the benefit is an intangible possibility in distant future.

Diffusion literature often includes these elements in some way. For example, Hall (2004)
combines trialability and observability to “problems regarding uncertainty and information”,
and suggests relative advantage as mainly benefits/costs ratio whilst complexity maps to costs
of an innovation. Thus instead of using relative advantage and complexity Hall uses “benefits”
and “costs”. I prefer Rogers’ model, but Hall’s classification helps understanding the above
five innovation attributes.

Technology acceptance model (TAM), originally developed by Davis (1986) on the other
hand emphasizes perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use, which arguably can be mapped
to relative advantage, compatibility or complexity. TAM has subsequently been improved,
leading to unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT), which is also based
on innovation diffusion theory of Rogers as described above (Lee et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al.,
2003).

2.2.2 Time and diffusion
Rogers (2003, p. 20) points out that time is interconnected to the diffusion in various ways.
Time is the interesting dependent variable “rate of adoption”, but Rogers emphasizes time
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is also explaining the rate of adoption via innovation-decision process. Last, Rogers points
out relative innovativeness of adopters also depends on time. Thus, first innovation-decision
process is described after which organizational innovativeness is discussed.

Innovation-decision process

Rogers (2003, p. 169) brings forth five stages of innovation decision-process as following:

1. Knowledge: “occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) is exposed to
the innovation’s existence and gains some understanding of how it functions.”

2. Persuasion: “occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) forms a favor-
able or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation.”

3. Decision: “occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) engages in activi-
ties that lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation.”

4. Implementation: “occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) puts an
innovation into use. Re-invention is especially likely to occur at the implementation
stage.”

5. Confirmation: “takes place when an individual seeks reinforcement of an innovation-
decision already made, but he or she may reverse this previous decision if exposed to
conflicting messages about the innovation.”

It is critical to note that every one of these five stages takes time. Every action, every
piece of information communicated and every decision needs time. The aforementioned five
innovation attributes can speed up diffusion, but innovation-decision process still takes time.
On the contrary, if these five steps did not take time, diffusion process would in essence be
instantaneous.

Rogers (2003, p. 417) claims that organizations have somewhat different process for adopt-
ing new innovations. However, he explains this innovation process is apparently based on
studies, where the innovation of study in fact has been a new communication technology, such
as an email system. Therefore, I perceive the framework of organizational innovation process
poorly helps understanding diffusion of process instruments.10 Accordingly, I prefer to use five
stages of innovation decision-process defined above.

Innovation-decision period is typically considered as the period between the first knowledge
and decision to adopt or reject, so in essence it refers to the persuasion stage. At any point in
time, many potential adopters have knowledge on an innovation, but have not yet decided to
adopt it. Consequently, shortening innovation-decision period is one of main ways in increasing
the rate of adoption for individuals. (Rogers, 2003, p. 213)

Organizational innovativeness

With innovativeness, Rogers (2003, p. 37) refers to the earliness/lateness of an unit of adoption
relative to other adopters of the social system. Rogers’ theory famously divides adopters into

10The framework seems to offer too straightforward innovation process that starts from agenda setting (per-
ceiving need for innovation through defining a problem) and matching (matching a problem with an innovation),
whilst it for example neglects the external effect of a salesman. As the findings of this study show, this indeed is
one way a process instrument is adopted. But findings also suggest that instrument providers have to persuade and
create a need, and that a need can also be perceived with a trial.
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five groups based on their relative degree of innovativeness: Innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards. On page 282 Rogers states that each category has certain
characteristics: Innovators are venturesome, early adopters are opinion leaders and so forth.

Units of adopters can be both individuals and organizations, and in the case of organizations,
Rogers discusses organizational innovativeness. Rogers points out that according to studies,
the adoption S-curve of organizations is similar to the one of individual decision makers, and
he argues that organizations can also be divided to these five adopter categories.

In the case of individuals, the five adopter categories have these certain “stereotypes” (inno-
vators are venturesome). One might ask if the organizations have similar stereotypes. Perhaps,
but I find extending this categorization to organizational context forced. In the case of individ-
uals, it might be a reasonable stereotype to argue “innovators are venturesome”, but describing
that a company would be venturesome seems far-fetched. Especially as these five categories
only describe the relative innovativeness with regard to the average, I think it is more relevant
to consider what is the average innovativeness.

Further, companies have more complexity to their the degree of innovativeness – I speculate
central limit theorem11 could explain the bell shape of the innovativeness especially in the case
of organizations.12 Rogers (2003, p. 411) indeed explains that various variables determine
organizational innovativeness:

1. Leader attitude toward change

2. Centralization

3. Complexity

4. Formalization

5. Interconnectedness

6. Organizational slack

7. Size

8. System openness

Rogers points out that size is proven in various studies consistently, probably as it likely
correlates with various other dimensions (such as availability of capital or organizational slack)
that can explain innovativeness.

2.2.3 Conceptual framework of the study
As I described at the start of Section 2.2, five perceived attributes have a major role in explaining
diffusion, and they have attracted the most literature. In addition, at the first part of Section 2.2.2
I suggested that innovation-decision process requires time even though the five attributes would
speed up diffusion.

In Figure 2.3 I combine these factors as the conceptual framework of the study. I use “speed
of diffusion” to denote “rate of adoption of innovations”. Thus, this conceptual framework in
essence is a subset of Figure 2.1.

11If independent random variables are added, their normalized sum tends to normal distribution.
12In fact, I suppose net benefit (gross benefit - costs) of an adoption follows a bell curve as both benefits and

costs consist of independent variables sum of which tends to normal distribution, but this quite another subject.
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As I noted with Figure 2.2, the five perceived attributes have linkages. This conceptual
framework omits those linkages purposefully, as this study does not seek to fully explain the
diffusion, but rather seeks to explain the major factors that affect the speed of diffusion.

Speed of diffusion

Perceived relative advantage

Perceived complexity

Compatibility

Observability

Trialability

Inertia of adoption

Figure 2.3: Conceptual framework of this study based on Rogers’ model

2.3 Relevant definitions
To better understand the adoption and diffusion of process instruments, I have to elaborate
what process instruments are. Thus, in this section I first define scientific instruments, and by
using this definition process instruments are defined. Last, I would like to argue that to develop
understanding on process instrument diffusion, relevant reference group of studies is found
from scientific instruments and industrial innovations.

2.3.1 Scientific instrument definition
Management literature lacks studies on process instrumentation, so evidently the term “process
instrument” has not been clearly defined in the literature. Scientific instrumentation, on the
other hand, has attracted some literature. (e.g. Rothwell et al., 1974; Von Hippel, 1976)

Process instrumentation is clearly somehow related to scientific instrumentation, but the
relationship is obscure. Are these two separate industries served by similar products, or should
process instrumentation be considered as a sub-industry of scientific instrumentation?

In order to define the relationship, first, the term “scientific instrument” has to be defined,
but previous management literature studies lack a proper definition. Warner (1990) considers
term “scientific instrument” from the point of view of museum collections. From seventeenth
century onwards term “philosophical instruments” was used, which gradually was replaced by
“scientific instruments” in nineteenth century. Perhaps first attempt to define the term was in
1876 by Maxwell, who argued that scientific instrument would be something that is specifi-
cally made for the performance of experiment. Some, on the other hand, considered scientific
instruments referred to apparatus that besides scientific purposes can serve educational needs.
Further, terms were understood differently in German, French and English speaking countries
due to language and culture differences. Warner (1990) concludes concisely with a quote:
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“As William Thomson pointed out in 1846, ’nothing in science is more difficult
than definitions’, This is certainly true of ’scientific instruments’, a term which
means different things to different people, and whose meaning has changed sub-
stantially over time.”

Taub (2019) builds on the work of Warner (1990), and also from the museum curator point-
of-view discusses the subject. He describes that depending on the perspective, a variety of
objects that can be considered as scientific instruments: Ships, buildings and even living things
(such as frog legs). Essentially there is not one universally accepted definition of term “scien-
tific instrument”. The term is not static, but rather it changes over time. At present time, the
word scientific instrument probably refers to mass spectrometer and perhaps to microscope,
but thermometers and pressure gauges are likely outside the scope of contemporary definition.
Then again, if a modern-day curator buys an old thermometer made during the nineteenth cen-
tury, the term is obscured further. (Taub, 2019)

This same terminological obscurity is present in management literature. Achilladelis et al.
(1972) use scientific instrument to refer to milk analysers and roundness measurement, which
clearly are used in industry, whereas Von Hippel (1976) focuses on scientific instruments used
by scientists.

In this study, due to various historical layers and the ambiguity of the term, scientific in-
strument refers broadly to different types of instruments that measure physical or chemical
quantities, but they are not necessarily used by scientists. Instrument used in a laboratory could
be called laboratory instrument, regardless whether the locus of use is a laboratory for educa-
tional, research or technology development for industrial or commercial purposes.

2.3.2 Complex process instrument definition

Part of a process

When technology is taken from laboratory into factory premises, laboratory instrument is no
longer applicable. New term should be used, as laboratory instrument has different require-
ments from a factory instrument. In laboratory, a high precision is important as the environment
is controlled. As shown in Section 4.1.2, in a factory the environment is not well-behaving, so
different instrument specifications are required.

Term “industrial instrument” could be used to describe an instrument used in any type
of factory. However, industrial instrument is used only by few articles, and the term is not
clearly defined (Ratsasanasart, 2019; abstract of Bork, 1997). A textbook on the subject (Dunn,
2018) discusses “industrial instrumentation” as a field, but rather uses term “instrument” than
term “industrial instrument”. Both of them are poor terms due to lack of specificity: Uses
of instruments, even within industrial scope are various, as they can be used as a part of the
process, in laboratory, or for research and development.

“Process instrument” is also somewhat poorly defined term in literature. However, accord-
ing to instrument vendors – who are actual users of the term – process instruments are mainly
used to provide continuous data in industries of continuous production process to help process
control (Ametek Inc., 2021; Branom Instrument Co., 2021). I consider this adequate definition
with a small modification: A process instrument use cases are not limited to process industries
such as pulp, energy, mining, paper, but it can also describe instruments in food industry, for
example, in dairies and soft drink factories. I would extend process instrument also to include
instruments used in other industrial processes of discrete manufacturing.
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It is important to note that a process instrument has to be a part of a process. Being a part of
a process, instruments are often called “on-line” instruments. However, interviewees and other
sources seem to use it in varying ways, so I do not use on-line in this thesis (Jonsson et al.,
2004; T. Järvinen, Malinen, et al., 2007; T. Järvinen, Siikanen, et al., 2008, e.g.).

Nevertheless, as process instrument is a part of the process, it has to operate and take sam-
ples and measurements independently, whereas a laboratory instrument on comparison is oper-
ated by a user. Process instrument provides continuous data, whereas laboratory provides data
only when it is needed.

Complexity of the instrument

In process control, thermometers, pressure gauges and flowmeters are considered as process
instruments. However, they are instruments of a low degree of complexity and they are bulk
products, which have a low price of often few thousand euros. In order to exclude speedome-
ters, thermometers and other simple instruments, in this study I consider merely complex in-
struments.

Complexity of the instrument refers to two areas: Complexity of hardware (e.g. moving
parts) and complexity of software (physics, chemistry and data-analysis). It could be useful to
separate these two types of complexity for the study. However, these two types of complexities
are often interlinked. Complexity of an instrument evidently is a continuous measure, and it
can also depend between applications13.

Therefore, rather than defining complexity merely in terms of software or hardware com-
plexity, I propose complexity can also be considered from the management point of view. I
summarize both the functional and the management perspectives in Table 2.1.

Dimension of comparison Simple instrument Complex instrument
Functional Perspective

Analyzes Fundamental quantities
Composition of material
(elements, molecules)

Examples Pressure, Temperature
Size of particles, liquid pH,
presence of flocs of fibers

Touches the material Yes Not necessarily
Sample needed No Often
Management perspective
Price Price of 1-10kC Usually over 100kC
Manufacturing type Bulk Individual
Number sold at the same time Hundreds per project Mostly individual sales
Competition based on Price and reliability Accuracy and uniqueness
RND Little activity High activity
Saturation of market Used in most factories Not ubiquitous

Role of supplier Provide the instrument
Value co-creation with the
customer, educate customer

Benefit from instrument Control an existing process Initially develop the process

Table 2.1: Differences between simple and complex process instruments

The definition is not strict, but rather suggestive. Some existing complex instruments such
as titrators are used in most modern pulp factories and thus the customer no longer needs

13Depending on the application, instrument may require different materials, and data-analysis may be different
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help in understanding the instrument. Further, a perceptive reader might note that between the
definitions of simple and complex instruments there seems to be a gap. I have left this gray
zone to illustrate the ambiguity of this definition.

As suggested with the term “scientific”, instruments lose their “scientific” value over time
as technology develops. In a similar way, I estimate that complex instruments may lose some of
their “complexity”, as over time instrument price decreases and beneficial instruments become
mainstream.

2.3.3 Reference group of process instruments
Rosenberg (1972) describes the complexity of diffusion process:

“If one examines the history of the diffusion of many inventions, one cannot help
being struck by two characteristics of the diffusion process: its apparent overall
slowness on the one hand and the wide variations in the rates of acceptance of
different inventions, on the other.”

A theoretical framework such as Rogers’ model is of course helpful in explaining these
variations of the adoption rate, but they still provide only limited understanding due to lack of
specificity. Therefore, in my opinion, relevant examples of diffusion are necessary to build an
accurate understanding on the diffusion of process instruments.

According to the earlier definition, complex process instruments studied in this paper are
complex scientific instruments that cost at least over 10kC, usually multiple hundreds of thou-
sands of euros. Thus, one way to approach process instrument reference group is scientific
instruments and their classification.

Nunes et al. (2012) used OECD technology classification from 2002 to classify scientific
instruments as a high-technology industry. According to OECD (2009), medical, precision
and optical instruments are considered high-tech. According to an international standard in-
dustrial classification (ISIC Rev.3) 33 “Medical, precision and optical instruments” belongs
to high-tech category. In the same document, previous revision of the standard ISIC Rev.2
385 “scientific instruments”, however, were considered as a medium-high-technology industry
OECD (2011). In more recent definitions Galindo-Rueda & Verger (2016) and Eurostat (2018)
scientific instrumentation is a part of category 32X (32X: Other manufacturing except medical
and dental instruments (ISIC 32 less 325)), so it lacks technological status.

However, the definitions have used contemporary RND investments in the taxonomy, so
high-technology industries merely receive more RND investments than low-technology indus-
tries. In the same way “scientific instrument” term has fluctuated over time, based on the RND
investments the definition of high-tech industry changes over time. This definition also means
high-technology products do not have a lot in common.

Even though process instruments are complex and thus somewhat “high-tech”, high-tech
is not an accurate description of them and thus other high-tech products cannot be used as a
reference group for modeling process instrument diffusion. Rather, a reference group for the
diffusion is sought by using Rogers’ model’s five variables determining the rate of adoption
shown in Figure 2.1.

Customer, to which an innovation is sold, has a large effect on these variables. Of these five
variables, type of innovation-decision, communication channels and the nature of the social
system depend on the customers rather than the technology provider. In addition, of the five
innovation attributes, “compatibility with current values” and “observability by other adopters”
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are characterized by the customer rather than the innovation. This indicates that the diffusion
in general is to a large extent characterized by the user rather than the vendor or the product.

Thus, reference group should have similar, or better yet, the same customers as process
instruments, and the reference group should go under the same procurement practices as pro-
cess instruments. Process instruments by definition are used in manufacturing industries, so
the reference group consists of generally manufacturing industries, with specific focus on pulp
and paper as well as steel industries. Within these industries, diffusion of new and innova-
tive industrial investments can provide a better insight on the diffusion on process instrument
diffusion.

This reference group is confirmed by Utterback (1974), who studied industrial innovations
and has included both scientific instrument studies as well as aluminum, iron and steel related
innovations.

2.4 Diffusion in industrial context
In the following, I present findings of previous diffusion literature in manufacturing industries
to understand better the demand side of process instruments. I give particular emphasis to steel,
pulp and paper industries.

The Table 2.2 presents the included studies. A variable set of both minor and major, cheaper
and more expensive innovations are described to build a better qualitative understanding on in-
dustrial diffusion. The list is by no means extensive, and it is complemented with supplemen-
tary references. Success factor studies (such as Cooper, 1975; Cooper, 1979) are not included
even if they study industrial products, as they mainly discuss growth or the lack of it from the
manufacturer’s perspective.14 However, the study of Utterback (1974) is included, as it is a
good synthesis on many other studies.

The list has two types of research: First, there are retrospective diffusion studies that explain
diffusion through case-studies of particular innovations. Second, there are five studies based on
surveys and interviews, which could be considered forward-looking.

The first group of studies often seem to explain the speed of diffusion by benefit. Conse-
quently, the first group mainly offers insights for understanding perceived relative advantage.
As the first group is retrospective, it shows the time that diffusion takes in an industrial con-
text. However, case-studies often have a lot of noise as a success of an individual innovation
depends on various other factors, so their applicability is somewhat limited. Also, studies can
only use data that is available for them, and as these studies are retrospective, they mainly use
historical economic data and adoption rates. Consequently, they hardly can assess the values,
past experiences, or perceived complexities related to technology use that could offer a more
sophisticated understanding on details of adoption15. Rather, they are retrospective. Last, with
the first group, there is a strong survivorship bias: Few studies focus on technologies that have
had very low diffusion (<10%).

In comparison, the second group offers a refreshing perspective with the utilization of inter-
views and surveys, so I think this approach reduces overinterpretation as it directly illustrates

14Success factor studies discuss why a certain company failed regarding a particular innovation and, in essence,
seek to answer “What should the company have done better?”. Even though this is clearly related to adoption,
these studies still offer little insight into why customers adopt certain innovations: What customers value, what
their beliefs are and how customers react to complexity.

15Kitsikopoulos (2015) reminds that caution is necessary in order “not to confuse ex post outcomes with ex
ante ultra rational decision-making”, as especially in the eighteenth century prevailing business practices lacked
sophisticated methods.
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Study Industry

Retrospective case studies Studied innovation(s) Time period
Du Boff (1967) American manufacturing Electric power 1890-1960
Rosenberg (1972) Various industries Various innovations 1700-1900

Utterback (1974)
Over 15 studies from
different industries Various 1900-1970

Oster (1982) US steel industry
Basic oxygen furnace (BOF);
Continuous caster (CC) 1960-1980

Ray (1989) Western industries BOF, CC and four other innovations 1970-1990
Handfield & Pagell (1995) Manufacturing industries Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 1965-2000

Goldfarb (2005)
US urban transit, printing
and paper-making Electric motor 1880-1930

Arens & Worrell (2014) German steel industry BOF, CC and four minor technologies 1960-2012
Kitsikopoulos (2015) British industries Newcomen engine 1706-1773
Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) German steel industry Three minor energy efficient technologies 1977-2015

Interviews and surveys Focus of study, sample size (response rate) Data acquisition
De Groot et al. (2001) Dutch industries Energy saving technologies, 135 (4.2%) 1998
del Río González (2005) Spanish pulp and paper sector Environmental technologies, 46 (75%) 2002

Rohdin & Thollander (2006)
Swedish non-energy intensive
manufacturing

Energy efficiency measures, 8 (NA) 2004

Rohdin, Thollander & Solding (2007) Swedish foundry industry
Energy efficiency, 28 (47% for large
corporations, small companies dropped) 2005

Thollander & Ottosson (2007) Swedish pulp and paper industry Energy efficiency investments, 40 (68%) 2007

Thollander & Ottosson (2010)
Swedish pulp and paper
and foundry industries

Energy management practices
40 pulp mills (68%); 15 foundries (35%) 2007

Lawrence et al. (2019) Swedish pulp and paper industry Energy management, 29 (56%) 2017

Table 2.2: Selected papers included in the industrial synthesis. For retrospective case studies, in some cases the time period is only an indicative
guess and can have deviations of decades.
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how decisions are made. These studies often explicitly consider behavioral and organizational
barriers, which also helps understanding other innovation attributes than merely the relative
advantage.

These studies, however, have some shortcomings. They are often shallow and offer only
superficial summaries of the data. Only a couple of studies have used sector differences or
company-related characteristics to explain differences of drivers and barriers. The studies have
merely calculated the average score of a given question, so large heterogeneities disappear to
the average, which makes drawing conclusions more difficult16. Instead, the studies should
give the number of answers for each level. Additionally, these studies could benefit greatly
from factor analysis, which could provide a stronger foundation for grouping the questions,
though the sample size in many cases is somewhat limited for quantitative analyses.

Last, these studies do not specify any particular innovation, as they mostly study the adop-
tion of energy efficient measures in general. Therefore, any innovation-specific factors are
rarely highlighted by these studies.

Nevertheless, the findings of both groups are synthesized using the conceptual framework
of the study defined in Section 2.2.3. Perceived attributes of innovations are discussed first, and
then the time of diffusion is considered.

2.4.1 Perceived relative advantage
“the degree to which the innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes”
(Rogers, 2003)

Main reason for investment: Economic benefit

The studies show that economic benefit is a primary reason for adopting new innovations17.
For example, Du Boff (1967) argues adoption of electric power was driven mainly by cost
reductions per unit of output even for the first adopters, and cost savings arose from a decrease
in the cost of power, ability to stop machines independently, and retirement of steam engine
decreased previously tied capital (equipment, accessories and inventories).

Oster (1982) shows cost advantage has been an important precursor in the adoption of
basic oxygen furnace. Ray (1989) suggests that profitability offered by a new process is likely
of prime importance in adopting a new technology, and that profitability of a new technique
can originate, for example, from labour saving, energy efficiency, improved yield or increased
quality of end product.

Utterback (1974) has synthesized various previous studies related to innovation and the
diffusion of innovations, and he points out innovation seems to be fostered by increasing price
of inputs, as innovations could help reducing the consumption of the more expensive inputs.

Economic benefits are considered important also by Rosenberg (1972), who states: “Need-
less to say, alterations in relative factor and commodity prices also affect the rate of diffusion
of new technologies – but that is obviously so.”

Exactly. Firms are rational beings that seek profits, so the relative advantage is measured
in terms of economic benefit. And as rational beings, they use processes and rules to find

16If half of the people consider “lack of technical skills” as an important barrier and the other half does not, then
the average will suggest that the barrier is only somewhat important. In my opinion, a factor is more important, if
some consider it very important whereas many consider it only somewhat important.

17On comparison, consumers may consider social benefits or pleasure.
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the best investments. That’s it, our understanding on the diffusion of industrial innovations is
completed! Correct?

Rosenberg (1972) states that besides obvious economic factors, he seeks to explain how
other factors affect diffusion. Indeed, even though economic benefit is the variable that has
clearly largest importance, the above statement leaves open how economic benefit is measured
and how companies prioritize investments. It leaves open how companies deal in uncertain
situations – all investments have some degree of uncertainty. And it leaves open how organiza-
tional values, rules and processes affect individuals, and how individuals are boundedly rational
decision-makers.

Need of a certain short-term profit

According to Utterback (1974), firms tend to innovate primarily in areas with a fairly clear
potential for a short-term profit. Utterback also points many industrial innovations that have
great commercial significance are relatively low-cost and are incremental type. Additionally,
Utterback shows that industrial innovations often are developed in technology pull to some
user need, as he highlights 8 previous studies in which 60-80% of innovations are stimulated
by market needs rather than technological opportunities. On this respect, radical and disruptive
innovations with a high cost and a lack of a clear market need diffuse with a slower rate.

Handfield & Pagell (1995) suggest that even though managers emphasize the importance
of flexibility in batch manufacturing, flexibility offered by FMSs cannot be measured using
standard ROI measures such as payback, which makes establishing their relative advantage and
benefit difficult and uncertain, and consequently hinders diffusion. Handfield & Pagell explains
that payback can be appropriate to measure benefit of a robots in repetitive manufacturing,
whilst FMSs are not as straightforward to adopt.

Payback period is a main approach to ensure an investment offers a short-term benefit, and
it is widely used in different industries. In Sweden, pulp and paper, foundry and non-energy
intensive industries mostly require payback periods of under 3 years (Rohdin & Thollander,
2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding (2007); Thollander & Ottosson, 2010). In addition,
Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) studied German steel-making industry and found that
diffusion rarely took place if payback period was over 3 years. Rohdin & Thollander (2006)
and Thollander & Ottosson (2007) argue a short payback criterion could reflect large hidden
costs such as risks and uncertainties.

Major problem with payback is that ignores cash flows beyond the period. Hence, it forces
organizations to overlook investments with unquantifiable uncertain benefits and benefits far in
the future caused for example by organizational learning.

The need of a certain benefit bears resemblance with “The innovator’s dilemma” of Chris-
tensen (2013, p. 15) that notes in principle #3 that existing companies often seek to base their
decisions and judgements on knowledge, financial projections of revenues and costs, whilst in
the case of disruptive innovation neither can be known. However, I suspect that the need for a
certain short-term benefit means that besides disruptive also radical sustaining innovations are
somewhat problematic to justify, as they encompass a lot of uncertainty (hence the radicality).

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, preventive innovations diffuse slowly as people have prob-
lems in quantifying the benefit of the innovation. As long-term benefits are difficult to quantify,
I propose that this also contributes to the requirement of a certain short-term benefit.
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Economic benefit is heterogeneous even within a single industry

If an innovation is a generic one that can be used in many industries, it is no wonder that
different industries adopt the innovation at different rates. However, the literature shows that
in various cases, even within a single industry, the economic benefit is heterogeneous, which
consequently hinders diffusion process18.

There are many sources of heterogeneity. Oster (1982) reveals that the adoption of basic
oxygen furnace depended on three main factors: Size of the open hearth furnace to be replaced,
price of pig iron and whether the furnace is intended as a replacement or as an expansion of
existing capacity. Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) also note smaller factories may have
smaller benefits from an energy saving investment.

Ray (1989) speculates that total diffusion is more likely in industries producing uniform
and standardized products (steel, glass or bricks), whilst industries producing varying products
(textiles, engineering products) have slower diffusion, as if the output products are heteroge-
neous, then the new technology may not be applicable.

In some cases a new factory has to be built when a technology is adopted. Instead of dis-
carding old technologies, it is sensible to keep using old technology as long as possible, as
existing technology needs only variable cost to operate19 (Ray, 1989; Goldfarb, 2005). Some
studies have found that diffusion of a new energy efficient technology can be hindered if ex-
isting equipment are sufficiently efficient, not yet obsolete, and if the technology can only
be implemented after existing technology has been replaced (De Groot et al., 2001; del Río
González, 2005).

Site specific factors can also have significant role in the adoption decision. For example,
if a foundry produces more energy than it uses, the produced electricity would have to be sold
for a price often considerably lower than price that electricity is bought with (Arens, Worrell &
Eichhammer, 2017). Some studies on barriers of energy efficiency have also found that “tech-
nology is inappropriate at the site” is a minor barrier of energy adoption (Rohdin & Thollander,
2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007).

Heterogeneity also calls for continuous improvement. Innovations are often crude when
they are invented, so the initial innovation may be adequate only for a small customer segment.
Therefore, incremental improvement is needed to widen the adaptability of the new technology.
(Rosenberg, 1972; Ray, 1989; Goldfarb, 2005; Kitsikopoulos, 2015)

2.4.2 Perceived complexity
“the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use”
(Rogers, 2003)

Reviewed studies offer little evidence that complexity related to daily usage of technology
would be an important inhibitor of diffusion. However, many studies indicate that introduction
of the new technology might be troublesome and difficult.

18For example, Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) show some companies take one technology but not other
technologies. Sometimes, a technology was adopted by one furnace but installed to another furnace at the same
site only many years later. Some sites are clearly faster to adopt energy efficient technologies, whereas some sites
are clearly slower.

19Goldfarb notes that this is subject to economy characteristics. For example, whether the economy is expanding
or contracting. If economy is expanding, building more capacity may be feasible and there is no need to shut down
old factories. Both Ray and Goldfarb state that old technology can be used to target smaller market segments, as
even within a single industry there are various different products being produced.
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Rosenberg (1972) points out learning curve not only enhances the skills of the innovation
developer, but learning curve also applies to users of the innovation: Users improve the effi-
ciency of an existing technology (“Horndal Effect”, he notes). Thus, even if new technology
is not superior at first, it could over time become so, when relevant skills are acquired. How-
ever, as learning takes time, diffusion is slower. Importance of learning is also considered by
Handfield & Pagell (1995), who note that due to the complexity of FMSs, their implementation
is difficult, and reliability is hard to achieve. The startup period may take a year as a lot of
organizational learning is required (e.g. pilot programs and employee training).

Goldfarb (2005) studies electrification of three industries and argues that variations in the
rate of adoption between industries and even within a single industry can be attributed to the
difficulties of electrifying a given task. For example, paper making adopted electricity grad-
ually, and initially adoption focused on parts of the process in which electricity was the most
helpful and which provided immediate benefit (lightning). Parts that were difficult to substitute
with an electric one (paper machine) were adopted later when technology matured.

According to del Río González (2005), after technology adoption, three major perceived
impacts are: “large investments required” and “more training of the workforce” as well as
“substantial modification in the production process”. In the same study, “drastic change in
the organisation/production process” is considered as a major barrier to adoption. All of these
points suggest, that adoption requires a lot more from an organization than merely a purchase
decision.

Adoption of a technology may also require complementary technologies, or complemen-
tary technologies are needed to reach full potential. Therefore, innovations (industry-wide)
and improvements (by the factory) in complementary technologies may be required to support
adoption of a new industrial innovation. (Rosenberg, 1972; del Río González, 2005; Goldfarb,
2005)

Some studies have shown that lack of sub-metering (capability to quantify energy savings)
is a minor inhibiting factor of new energy efficient technologies (Rohdin & Thollander, 2006;
Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). Lack of sub-metering
may be especially important for larger organizations, which have more strict investment policies
(Rohdin & Thollander, 2006).

Some studies also indicate that costs of inconveniences, hassle and production disruptions
are considered as a major barrier (Rohdin & Thollander, 2006; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007).
Of these three factors, I suppose inconveniences and hassle have the largest effect, as generally a
factory production is not disrupted by installation of new equipment, as maintenance shutdowns
are exercised at regular intervals.

2.4.3 Compatibility
“the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values,
past experiences, and needs of potential adopters” (Rogers, 2003)

Energy efficiency is not a priority

Various studies have demonstrated that cost-effective energy efficiency improvements are not
taken into use (Rohdin & Thollander, 2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander
& Ottosson, 2007). This is perplexing, as if an investment is beneficial both for company and
the society, why it is not adopted?

Studies have assessed barriers of energy efficient technology adoption. In essence, many
factors inhibit adoption. Largest barriers seem to be economic: “Initial investments are high”,
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“payback periods long”, and “technology does not increase sales sufficiently”. At the same
time, “reduced costs” is a major supporting factor of increased energy efficiency. (De Groot
et al. (2001); del Río González, 2005; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007; Lawrence et al. (2019))

Most of these studies show energy efficiency has a low priority. Other investments (for
example production related) have larger priority and they are considered more important than
energy costs. Reluctance to adopt energy efficient technologies is also justified by a lack of
time, whereas regulatory requirement is considered a driving force. (De Groot et al., 2001;
del Río González, 2005; Rohdin & Thollander, 2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007;
Thollander & Ottosson, 2007; Lawrence et al., 2019)

Thollander & Ottosson (2007) point out that “lack of time or other priorities” are somewhat
poor argument in pulp and paper industry, as significant portion of total production costs are
caused by energy usage in this industry. Rather, they argue this could be evidence of bounded
rationality or other organizational issues.

Besides economic benefits of the innovation, organizational values and commitment of in-
dividual employees are important factors in determining whether a new energy efficient inno-
vation is adopted. Many studies show that “long term strategy” and “people with real ambition”
are strongest factors supporting the adoption of new energy efficient technologies, whilst envi-
ronmental corporate image also seems to have a somewhat large effect. (De Groot et al., 2001;
del Río González, 2005; Rohdin & Thollander, 2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007;
Thollander & Ottosson, 2007; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer, 2017; Lawrence et al., 2019)20

Of course, if a company had unlimited financing, it probably would invest even to minor
energy efficiency improvements. However, studies also show that restricted financing in some
cases is a major issue, as “access to capital”, “slim organization” or “lack of budget funding”
are considered major inhibiting factors (Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander &
Ottosson, 2007; Lawrence et al., 2019). Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) also give an ex-
ample that site of Bremen did not invest to top-pressure turbine perhaps as they were insolvent
in 1993 and since have had limited access to capital in addition due to poor financial ratings. 21

On the other hand, three studies (De Groot et al., 2001; del Río González, 2005; Rohdin
& Thollander, 2006) have considered financing troubles only as a minor factor. Nevertheless,
this might be explained with the economic situation of the studied companies. De Groot et al.
(2001) show that if a factory has a good economic situation and a large profit quote, then other
investments are no longer considered as a major barrier, whilst uncertainty related barriers
have significantly larger effect. Sample of Rohdin & Thollander (2006) consisted of mainly
successful businesses, which noted access to capital is not a barrier of adoption as long as
investment criteria are met.

I think these aforementioned factors can be explained in various ways such as bounded ra-
tionality of an employee, organizational issues, or hidden costs of adoption. Still, I propose
these all in one way or another suggest that energy efficiency improvements have a relatively
low priority. Therefore, new industrial innovations should mainly focus on providing an eco-
nomic benefit.

20Also (Ray, 1989) argues management’s attitude is of outstanding importance, though Ray is not limited to
energy efficient technologies

21Other studies not focused limited to energy efficient technologies (Ray, 1989; Kitsikopoulos, 2015) have also
noted access to capital is of outstanding importance
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Keeping risks to a minimum

Studies demonstrate that factories want to minimize risks and changes to the process. “Tech-
nical risks such as risk of production disruptions” is considered a major and “possible poor
performance of equipment” a minor inhibiting factor by multiple studies (Rohdin & Thollan-
der, 2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). However,
some studies have concluded that risks of production capacity and uncertainties of technology
are not especially important inhibitors of diffusion (De Groot et al., 2001; Arens, Worrell &
Eichhammer, 2017; Lawrence et al., 2019).

In addition to risks of production capacity and production disruptions, there is also some
evidence that introduction of new technologies can also be hindered by uncertainties related to
end product quality. (Rosenberg, 1972; Lawrence et al., 2019)

A somewhat related example comes from Christensen (2013, p. 87-93), who discusses
minimill steelmaking. Minimill is not exactly a single technology, but in a way it is an inno-
vation nonetheless. Minimills use scrap metal to make final steel products, whereas integrated
mills produce steel from ore. Feasible minimill size is one tenth of an integrated mill, hence
the name. Christensen reveals minimills initially produced poor quality steel, so contemporary
managers of integrated mills were reluctant to invest in minimills, as poor quality steel could
only be used for rebars22.

Quite understandably, managers of an existing factory do not want to risk decreasing the
quality of a product, as a downgrade in quality could affect customers’ processes. However,
if any risks causing a downgrade are not allowed, radical or disruptive innovations are not
taken, and factories may suffer the same fate as integrated steel mills: Minimills have captured
market starting from low-cost niche products and moving to better products through improving
technology through sustaining innovations (Christensen, 2013).

2.4.4 Observability
“the degree to which the results of the innovation are visible to other” (Rogers, 2003)

Handfield & Pagell (1995) argue that FMSs are generally hard to observe as there are few
success stories on FMS adoption besides manufacturers of heavy equipment. Therefore, adop-
tion in new industries is difficult to justify. Handfield & Pagell note that in Japan suppliers have
installed FMS to their own facilities, and this ensures a potential customer can always observe
FMS in action. In addition, sometimes FMSs are not used for flexibility – the characteristic
they are especially good at. Hence, I think that if innovation is too complex, it has a risk of
being used in a wrong way. If innovation is poorly applied, then also external parties have poor
visibility to the benefits of the innovation.

Besides Handfield & Pagell, few other studies have considered observability as a factor
explaining diffusion. I suppose that retrospective studies have not studied observation due to
seemingly insurmountable importance of economic benefit, and also as studying the effect of
observation is difficult retrospectively. Additionally, I would like to argue that observability
of an innovation cannot be captured with surveys or interviews accurately as respondents find
it easier to emphasize the importance of economic reasoning, whereas observability is rather
indirect effect.

Still, there are some findings related to communication channels, which I will link to ob-
servability, as observation mainly happens via peer-to-peer communication.

22Reinforcement steel bar, which is used in construction to enhance the tensile strength of concrete.
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Observability through communication channels

In many studies, colleagues within the sector and within the same company have been consid-
ered the important information sources (De Groot et al., 2001; Rohdin & Thollander, 2006;
Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). However, many other
information channels are also viable23, and depending on the study, different communication
channels are pronounced. Even the low ranking sources seem to be viable. In contrast, del
Río González (2005) underlines the crucial role of equipment supplier as the most important
information source, and a close collaborator of the factory.

Overall, communication channels are used to gain information, but studies have conflicting
views whether lack of information is a barrier or not. Some studies regard information or
the lack of it is a minor factor affecting diffusion (De Groot et al., 2001; Rohdin & Thollander,
2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007) whilst other studies do not regard it as an important
factor (Thollander & Ottosson, 2007; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer, 2017).

These findings offer only limited understanding on the relative differences of communica-
tion channels, especially as the studies have not discerned whether a communication channel
is important due to spreading knowledge or due to its persuasive value. I would like to ar-
gue that lack of information rarely is an inhibiting factor, as factories are easy to reach with
email or video conferences. Rather, persuasive value of communication channels is empha-
sized. Accordingly, I propose that both supplier persuasion skills and observability of benefits
via colleagues have strong importance.

2.4.5 Trialability
“the degree to which the innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis.”
(Rogers, 2003)

Trialability is to some degree related with complexity: If a technology is complex to take
into use and needs fundamental changes in the organizational processes and structures, it is
also laborious to take into a trial. Often an investment is a “major innovation”, one entity
that cannot be practically divided. For example, FMSs are major indivisible innovations that
company cannot “borrow” and take into use for a month (Handfield & Pagell, 1995).

Ray (1989) points out that major indivisible innovations could not be taken into trial, so
adopters in many cases demolished old factory to build a new factory to adopt the innovation.
Often the adoption of a major innovation is an either-or -question for the potential adopter
factory. In comparison, Ray studies two incremental innovations, which can be adopted even
by using a trial. This would suggest that the two innovations would diffuse faster, but according
to Ray, the four major are approaching saturation, whilst the divisible technologies are still far
from it. However, Ray argues that any comparison between these technologies is unwarranted,
as there are many other possible explanations, such as that the large major investments are for
uniform and standardized products, whilst the incremental ones were for varying textiles and
engineering products.

Besides these two studies, as with observability, studied articles lack examples on to which
extent trialability of an innovation affects the diffusion. One could note that if trialability is
not considered important in previous literature, it perhaps is not an important factor. Indeed
trialability might not be the main explanatory variable, but still it helps reducing uncertainties
and risks related to innovations. As with observability, I thus suggest that there is also some

23For example, these studies have also considered the following information sources relevant: Consultants,
specialist publications, direct contacts with suppliers and the industrial board
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selection bias: Previous studies might have neglected trialability as it is not as obvious as, say,
economic relative advantage and payback calculations.

2.4.6 Inertia of individual adoption and rate of diffusion
Time that it takes for diffusion to reach saturation is defined by the rate of diffusion, which ac-
cording to the conceptual framework is affected by previously discussed five factors. However,
as pointed out in Section 2.2.2, time is also an important antecedent of rate of diffusion, as each
of the five steps of innovation-decision process take time.

Adopter needs time to search and digest information independently, and as investment is
expensive, considerable time may be needed to make pay-back calculations. Negotiations and
final decision-making will also take time. In addition, even though investment decision is made
swiftly, taking a complex industrial innovation into use is somewhat troublesome. Installation
to a factory must often take place during a planned factory shutdown, which are held once a
year. And after procurement decision has been made, the production of a complex investment
may also take one year.

The studies however offer limited understanding on how long does it take for an individual
factory to adopt an innovation, so I will rather discuss adoption time of individual factories in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. As I cannot directly assess the inertia of individual factories, I rather
assess the inertia indirectly from the industry point of view by noting how long does it take for
an innovation to diffuse reach saturation.

Rate of diffusion of a whole industry

Ray (1989) notes measuring diffusion may be straightforward with BOF and CC as these are
innovations of steel industry, which is characterized by standardized bulk products. However,
diffusion is more complex concept in a context where conditions of production, product mix,
batch sizes or other relevant variables differ: Should diffusion be considered for each segment
independently, or how should the heterogeneity be addressed? As noted earlier in Section 2.4.1,
in a heterogeneous market the initial product needs to be continuously improved. How should
the diffusion be measured if the product changes over time?

Many studies show the familiar S-curve of diffusion is also present in industrial context
(e.g. Ray, 1989; Hall, 2004; Arens & Worrell, 2014). However, Ray (1989) notes the shape of
the S-curve is irregular and different for each technology and each country.

As I quoted Rosenberg (1972) earlier, variations as well as overall slowness of diffusion of
new products is worth noting. However, as many factors explain the speed of diffusion, it is
questionable whether it is even worth discussing how long the diffusion can take. If product
does not attract markets, it may only reach partial saturation or it might not diffuse at all.
Therefore, there is no limit on how long the diffusion could take.

However, I propose that there is a limit on how fast diffusion can take place. As noted,
everything needs time, and in organizational context of complex and expensive industrial pur-
chases, even more so. Therefore, the quote of Rosenberg is a relevant starting point: How slow
is the fastest possible industrial diffusion? What is the distribution of industrial diffusion times?
And how do different variables affect the rate of adoption?

Even though environment of the 1700s was vastly different, it provides an example on how
slow industrial diffusion can be: Newcomen engines had their first commercial appearance in
1706, but for the first forty years they diffused slowly (Kitsikopoulos, 2015). Watt improved
Newcomen’s engine in 1760s and 1770s, but Newcomen engines were still built even though
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Watt’s patents of new steam engine expired in 1800s, and reportedly it took a century of im-
provements and design changes before Watt’s steam engine was able to replace water power
(Rosenberg, 1972).

According to Goldfarb (2005), electricity was somewhat faster: Edison installed first elec-
tric networks in 1880s, after it took a mere 50 years that electric horsepower had saturated and
largely substituted steam engines.

Speed of diffusion in steel industry is also well documented. BOF and CC were major
improvements that offered large productivity and energy benefits, so their diffusion supposedly
would be fast. Indeed, BOF and CC indeed were even faster than Watt’s steam engine or
electricity – both took about 30 years to reach saturation since first adoption in Austria in 1952
(Oster, 1982; Ray, 1989; Arens & Worrell, 2014). As noted earlier in Section 2.4.5, the slow
diffusion is mainly caused by high initial investment. BOF and CC are major improvements,
which require building a new factory (Ray, 1989). As factory technical age can reach 35 years
and higher (e.g. Suojanen & Huotari, 2019), I think it is only natural that at least 30 years are
needed to reach saturation. In fact, old technologies were eliminated from production somewhat
faster than the existing capacity was replaced, at least in the case of Bessemer method and basic
oxygen steelmaking (Poznanski, 1986).

On the other hand, four minor innovations of steel industry had quite different adoption pat-
tern. All four were introduced to Germany between 1979 and 1986, and during first 10 years
of their adoption in Germany all of them diffused considerably fast reaching about 40% satu-
ration. BOF and CC reached about 10% saturation in the same time. However, after the initial
fast adoption, diffusion slowed down, and none of the innovations were installed between 1994-
2003. Among other things, the slowdown of diffusion can be explained by large heterogeneity
of factory benefits. (Arens & Worrell, 2014; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer, 2017)

Even though these examples I have given are only few case studies that do not provide a
coherent theoretical understanding, they still help by giving some guidelines on how fast suc-
cessful products could be adopted. I speculate these cases are likely to suffer from some degree
of selection bias, as these are likely one of the most important and influential technologies that
have been introduced in their respective contexts – innovations that attract only few customers
attract only few scientists. Therefore, perhaps these cases and diffusion rates should be con-
sidered as potential best case scenarios for a new industrial innovation. Thus, regarding these
cases, it seems implausible that a typical capital intensive innovation could have 50% market
saturation in under 10 years.

2.5 Scientific instrumentation literature
Scientific instrumentation literature is discussed in order to better understand the supply side
of process instrumentation.

There are some studies that have discussed the role of scientific users in the development of
a scientific instruments. These studies provide little additional insights for the diffusion of pro-
cess instruments, but they can be helpful in understanding the variety of scientific instruments,
so I discuss these studies shortly in Appendix A. This section describes findings of project
SAPPHO, which already was shortly presented in Section 2.1.1.

In original project SAPPHO study, a total of 12 scientific instrument pairs were studied
together with 17 chemical instrument pairs. Each pair consisted of two companies: One
successful and one unsuccessful. The scientific instruments in the original SAPPHO study
(Achilladelis et al., 1972) are all product innovations, and they are the following:
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1. Amlec eddy-current crack detector

2. Atomic absorption spectrophotometer

3. Digital voltmeters

4. Electromagnetic blood flowmeter

5. Electronic checkweighing 1

6. Electronic checkweighing 2

7. Foreign bodies in bottles detector

8. Milk analysers

9. Optical character recognition

10. Roundness measurement

11. Scanning electron microscope

12. X-ray microanalyser

An example of a comparison of an instrument pair can be found from Robertson (1971).
Some of these, such as electronic checkweighing 1 and 2, foreign bodies in bottles detector

and milk analyzers are clear process instruments. However, X-ray microanalyser, scanning
electron microscope and optical character recognition instruments can be process instruments,
but they can also be used in various applications in other industries. Because of this, as well as
a small sample size, the applicability of the research results is somewhat questionable. Further,
due to the methodological limits (e.g. success of the pair is only binary, 122 questions were
combined to ten index variables in linear fashion, the effect of index variables on success is not
quantified), the project SAPPHO can be only support qualitative interpretation.

In qualitative sense, from the point of view of successful scientific instrumentation, the
original project SAPPHO underlines four variables:

1. More extensive marketing efforts have the largest effect on company success.

2. Good understanding of user needs and precise customer requirements helps on company
success.

3. In addition, there is some indication about that communication effectiveness with exter-
nal scientific and technical community

4. Innovation RND performance have some effect.

A few years after the original study, the project SAPPHO was extended with a phase 2
(Rothwell et al., 1974), bringing the number of scientific instrument pairs to 21. Methodology
and the index variables stay the same as in phase 1. Unfortunately however, the phase 2 lacks
descriptive information about the scientific instrument innovations. Thus, one must consider
phase 2 has included new product innovations that are similar to phase 1.

Phase 2 confirms the previous four variables from the phase 1. Rothwell et al. (1974) sum-
marizes ten index variables in Table 5, and marketing effort, understanding user requirements,
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communication with outside scientific and technical communities and R&D performance are
four most important index variables for determining success with scientific instruments.

Rothwell et al. (1974) found a total of 27 success factors out of 122 measures that differ-
entiate successful scientific instrument providers from unsuccessful. As multiple variables are
tested, the SAPPHO phase 2 also offers multiple supplementing findings, most important of
which I synthesize to the following points:

• Successful scientific instruments are more refined when they enter the markets: Success-
ful instrument companies have fewer bugs in production and fewer after-sale problems,
and there are less unexpected adjustments after commercial sales. In fact, there are al-
ready fewer bugs at prototype level.

• The significance of understanding user needs and marketing efforts are underlined, and
customer conformity is achieved with customer involvement throughout the process.
Specifically, successful companies pay more attention to educating potential users, as
uneducated customers will blame the innovation if it does not work properly.

• The researchers suggest that minimization of risk is important, as most instrument suc-
cesses were second to market. According to the researchers, minimization of risk is also
portrayed in that successful instrument firms operate within familiar markets. As the
minimization of risk is clearly related to lack of understanding, I think these both two
points further emphasize the need of understanding user need.

• Factory environment is often hostile, so R&D personnel should visit customers to under-
stand the conditions in which the instrument operates besides the mere technical require-
ments.

Phase 2 has similar methodological shortcomings as phase 1. Rothwell et al. (1974) offer
good visibility of the results, but it remains unclear to which extent the results can be explained
by mere correlation. Further, the quantitative effect of the studied variables remains unclear.

SAPPHO studies have been criticised for various reasons. They have focused too exten-
sively on company internal factors such as efficient RND or (Numminen & Hämäläinen, 1997).
The large number of variables makes it difficult to understand the real causalities and reach
conclusions (Naumanen, 2002). Indeed, Rothwell et al. (1974) conclude that innovation is a
“multi-functional process”, which cannot be derived from individual factors alone, but rather,
“successes, on average, out-performed the failures in all the areas of competence”.

Andrew Robertson led the first SAPPHO project and was a co-author of the phase 2. Af-
ter these projects, he continued the study on milk analysers, which was one of the 12 scientific
instruments introduced in the first phase (Robertson & Frost, 1978). The findings support SAP-
PHO results. In essence, infrared based milk analyzer was a technology push product, whereas
the another analyzer of Foss was based on user needs and thus fit the customer requirements
better. However, researchers also identify possible other confounding factors (greater risk tak-
ing, collaborative development, decentralized market-oriented management), which may also
explain why Foss instrument succeeded.

Utterback (1971) studies new scientific instruments that were given awards by the editors of
Industrial Research between 1963 and 1968, and the sample limited to Massachusetts. These
winning instruments were compared with other instruments made by the same company. He
found 8 of 32 new instruments were stimulated by information about an existing technology,
whereas 24 were stimulated by user need. Many award winning instruments were stimulated by
an existing technology, but 11 of 12 most successful (regarding profits and sales) instruments
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of each company were stimulated by need. Utterback (1971) points out that user need inputs
came most often from a customer or a potential customer, whereas technological inputs most
often came from vendors or other sources. Utterback (1971) shows that most of the creative
effort and stimulating inputs came before funding and the initiation of formal work. After
formal work started, respondents described it as straightforward engineering or design work.
Findings of Utterback (1971) are similar to results of SAPPHO. Both underline user need and
communication with the user as a source of successful innovations.

According to Utterback (1974), D. Shimsoni (1966) writes in his thesis that small com-
panies that are successful innovators in the instrument industry rely largely on government
contracts and orders early in their life cycle. Later, these successful innovators then diversify
into commercial areas. The findings of this study show in Chapter 4 that small instrument
providers face difficulties in factory adoption due to lack of reliability. Hence, I suggest that
focusing to government contracts can indeed be a good strategy for small process instrument
providers to gain first references.



Chapter 3

Methods

In order to get a comprehensive understanding about the diffusion of process instruments, peo-
ple from various positions were interviewed. Both supply and demand sides were studied:
RND experts from companies developing process instruments were interviewed, and in paral-
lel, process developers from pulp mills were interviewed. From now on instrument provider
interviews are called provider interviews and pulp mill interviews are pulp interviews.

Id Current title Company type Experience Interview time
1 CEO Instrument supplier 8 90
2 Process Development Manager Pulp producer 14 60
3 VP of Technology Pulp producer 16 49
4 Technology Manager Instrument supplier 11 62
5 Automation Manager Pulp producer 13 36
6 Technology Manager Pulp producer 17 57
7 Production Engineer Pulp producer 2 36
8 Production Director Pulp producer 19 64
9 Superintendent Pulp producer 13 66
10 Process Control Specialist Pulp producer 14 66
11 Product Manager Instrument supplier 40 82
12 Development Manager Pulp producer 16 48
13 Department Supervisor Pulp producer 7 47
14 Development Engineer Pulp producer 1 47
15 Development Manager Pulp producer 7 78
16 Development Director Pulp producer 32 74
17 Senior Development Manager Pulp producer 21 69
18 Development and TCS manager Pulp producer 37 46

Median 14 61
Average 16 60

Table 3.1: Interviewed experts. Experience refers to relevant experience in the industy (for pulp
industry, production engineer or higher) in years. Time of interview is given in minutes
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3.1 Pulp interviews

3.1.1 Sample characteristics

In Finland there are a total of 17 pulp mills12. The pulp mills and their basic characteristics are
shown in Table B.1.

Kotkamills differed from other pulp mills in various ways. First, Kotkamills is Finland’s
smallest pulp mill and it uses sawdust – typical mills use wood chips. In addition, the factory
was not commensurable to other pulp mills as NeutronGate, the client of the thesis, had a
pilot on the factory. The pilot likely would have skewed the interview of this pulp mill in
various ways: Interviewee could have been too positive or too negative, responses could have
been framed and generally the communication with the factory representative would have been
affected by the relationship. In addition, the factory had recently been bought, which might
have skewed the interviewee responses further. As this factory had already indirectly affected
this thesis in various ways (planning the subject and direction of the study, hypothesis and
forming the interview frame) and likely also subliminally affected the theoretical foundations
and the results, it was left out of the pulp mill sample. Therefore, 16 pulp mills were included
in the data acquisition.

Two of the factories studied were managed by the same organization (Stora Enso: Imatra
Kaukopää and Tainionkoski). Therefore, identical emails were sent to 15 managers of the mills
having role “Mill Director”, “Mill Manager”, “General Manager” or “Managing Director”.

Managers were asked to forward the message to a person inside the organization that could
answer questions regarding wood moisture and instrument procurement. The email explained
that the research was carried out both for academic purposes as well as for the development of
NeutronGate’s moisture analyzer. The email introduced the two main themes to be discussed
with the interviewees:

1. Wood moisture (among other things problems related to wood moisture, quantification
of the problems, current devices used)

2. Instrument procurement (among other things experiences in instrument procurement, cri-
teria and typical practices)

A table of the response times of the managers can be found from Table 3.2. The “time-
until-interviewee” refers to the time that passes from first contact to mill manager until the
interviewee is found from the organization, so it indicates the interest of the manager and the
organization in the subject. If a manager did not send a response, a first reminder was sent after
one week, and in case of no response, another message was sent after three more weeks. Two
managers, however, did not respond despite two reminders.

0 – 1 days 7 – 8 days 19 – 23 days No response
Pulp mill factories 6 5 2 2

Table 3.2: Time-until-interviewee of the emails

Of the 13 managers who gave a contact information, four of the managers referred to the
same person managing the group level procurement (Metsä Fibre). Three managers offered

1This does not include TMP, CTMP or BCTMP factories.
2RaumaCell produces fluff pulp, but according to their director, they do not produce their own pulp, so this

mill is not included in the seventeen pulp mills nor to the sample studied.
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two interviewees, so two pair interviews were held, and in the case of the third factory two
distinct interviews were held. In Chapter 4, these two pairs will be considered and discussed
as a single interviewee. Employees of the two pulp mills, managers of which did not respond,
were contacted directly and two more interviews were held.

Therefore, eventually, 13 pulp mill interviews containing 15 people representing all 16 mills
were interviewed about pulp factory processes.

3.1.2 Interview characteristics
During the interviews the aforementioned division of the themes (moisture measurement and
instrument procurement) merely provided structure for the interview. It does not strictly rep-
resent how interviews unfolded, as wood moisture related questions were also answering pro-
curement related questions.

In addition, as wood moisture was discussed first in every interview, it induced apparent
framing, and to some extent caused interviewees to consider instrument procurement from the
point of view of wood moisture measurement. Further, as there are many different types of
instruments, procurement and criteria may differ. Thus, multiple interviewees explicitly noted
that they considered some instrument procurement questions from the point of view of on-line
moisture measurement. Therefore, these two themes are tightly linked.

Besides moisture and instrument procurement, some supplementary questions were asked
regarding the management of extractive agents and other wood chip variables. Data analysis
capabilities and degree of technology positivity were also assessed. However, as many topics
were open for debate, all interviews did not have time to discuss all themes.

Interviews had a semi-structured format, and their lengths were between 35-80 minutes. In-
terviews were held in winter 2020-2021. All interviews were conducted remotely. Interviewees
and their characteristics are presented in the Table 3.1.

3.1.3 Pulp interviewees have a key role
As a majority of these interviewees are process developers from pulp mills, one might consider
they have little say on investments as a factory belonging to a group has to often approve the
investments in the group level.

Still, even though the final investment decision is confirmed at the group level, three inter-
viewees claimed that companies largely base their decisions on expertise at mills. One pulp
and one provider interviewee also noted that finding the right people inside the pulp mills is
critical, as an internal salesman can spread innovation far more effectively than external sales
by an instrument provider. As shown in Section 4.1.3, pulp mills are largely heterogeneous.
This explains why group level decisions rely on expertise of factory employees and process
developers.

Lawrence et al. (2019) also argue that in Swedish pulp and paper industry, factory personnel
have practical information, which flows towards middle and top management. Top management
on the other hand has more theoretical information which flows downwards.

Therefore, even though the findings presented in the next chapter are mainly perceptions of
a handful of interviewees flavoured with my interpretations, these particular interviewees have
a critical role in screening investment opportunities for funding.
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3.2 Instrument provider interviews

A total of 3 RND experts from process instrumentation companies were interviewed3. All
of these three interviewees had experience with development of process instruments. Two of
the interviewees have been working with complex process instruments, whilst one has been
working with simple process instruments.

The findings of these interviews are the most helpful in confirming findings from pulp
industry interviews, though they also provide some additional insights for example regarding
on the differences of industries, conservativeness of pulp industy and generally how a process
instrumentation company can better promote diffusion of a novel instrument.

These interviews had unstructured format and open-ended questions were used. Interviews
were held in winter 2020-2021. Interviewees and their characteristics are presented in the
Table 3.1.

Process instrument interviews provide additional insight on the industry as well as help
comparing pulp industry to other industries.

3.3 Pattern matching as the research method
Sinkovics (2018) explains that pattern matching is essentially a comparison of predicted theo-
retical patterns with observed empirical patterns. Theoretical realm is based on theorising of
initial theories, which are then conceptualized into theoretical patterns in pictoral, verbal or
some other form. Observational realm on the other hand is based on data gathering, which is
followed by organization of data into observed patterns. Sinkovics notes that organization of
data has to follow some analytical framework. Sinkovics defines full pattern matching as a
method that contains all of these four steps.

Sinkovics states pattern matching helps externalizing implicit models and assumptions,
which enhances retraceability of the researcher’s though processes. Sinkovics suggests that
applying pattern matching is also beneficial as it helps to satisfy both scientific rigour whilst
retaining relevance of a qualitative study.

As this study seeks to describe the diffusion of process instruments, but the previous man-
agement literature on process instrument is scarce, qualitative methods are used. As Rogers’
model is a well established, there is little benefit from additional theorizing, so pattern matching
methodology is used in this thesis. Based on Rogers’ model, I have already built the conceptual
model of the study in Section 2.2.3.

Further, in this chapter I have already described how observational data is gathered and
what are the sample characteristics. Therefore, I merely have to present how the observational
data is organized into observational patterns. After conducting interviews, they are analyzed
with the following steps:

1. Interviews are transcribed

2. Transcription main points are highlighted

3. Highlighted points from transcriptions are collected into themes / categories

4. The themes are then interpreted using the conceptual model and these findings are de-
scribed in the next chapter

3NeutronGate is not included in these three companies.
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3.4 About environment and presentation of findings
Even though moisture measurement and instrument procurement are tightly connected themes,
interviewees offer generalizations that are not based on moisture measurement. Therefore,
I seek to mainly present general findings that generalize also to other instruments and other
industries. If a finding is clearly based on moisture measurement, it is explicitly stated.

Still, as results are linked to moisture measurement, Appendix C provides the reader with
a short introduction to kraft process together with a theoretical background of chip moisture
measurement, main technologies and description of the case company NeutronGate.

The findings are also linked to and limited by the business environment of Finnish pulp
industry. Thus, Finnish pulp industry is discussed in Appendix B. In short, I consider that
pulp industry is ongoing a disruption due to decreasing consumption of paper and increasing
prevalence of eucalyptus.

In some cases I attempt to emphasize a point by giving the number of interviewees that
have supported a given statement. In these cases, the reader should remember that all of the
interviewees were not answering every question, and sometimes complex yet insightful opin-
ions are given by only few interviewees. Additionally, in many cases the interviewees’ answers
are not directly comparable, so I rather use qualitative amounts such as “some”, “various” and
“many”.



Chapter 4

Findings

In this chapter, findings are presented and interpreted using the conceptual framework of the
study defined in Section 2.2.3. The main findings are summarized in Figure 4.1. I propose that
some sample characteristics such as lack of resources and conservativity do not directly affect
the rate of adoption, but instead, they affect structures and values, which are reflected in the
other inhibiting factors.

The sections of this chapter have the same order as conceptual model. First the five per-
ceived attributes of innovations are discussed, after which inertia of individual adoption is con-
sidered.

Subject to environment characteristics:
Conservativity
Conflicting interests of employee and factory
Diminished resources (lack of time, limited capital)

Perceived relative advantage

Perceived complexity

Compatibility

Observability

Trialability

Slow rate of 
adoption

Uncertain technical reliability
(e.g. trembling, corrosion, changing raw materials)

Major inhibiting factors

Difficult to take into use
(e.g. installation, calibration and ensuring benefit)

Difficult to use
(e.g. frequent maintenance and care required)

Lack of references

Heterogeneous benefit
(raw materials, equipment and end products)

Medium inhibiting factors

Friction of decision and implementation
(e.g. group involvement, maintenance shutdown)

Uncertain economic benefit
(e.g. payback criterion, long-term benefit)

Minor inhibiting factors
Instrument as a 

service
Small provider 

size

Low environmental 
benefit

Inertia of individual adoption

Figure 4.1: Factors affecting the rate of adoption based on the conceptual model (shown in
Figure 2.3). Red lines show the effects of major inhibiting factors, yellow lines the effects of
medium inhibiting factors.
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4.1 Perceived relative advantage
“the degree to which the innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes”
(Rogers, 2003)

As stated in Section 2.2.1, Rogers (2003) points out in page 229 that relative advantage can
be measured in various ways, one of which is economic profitability. Economic profitability
seems appropriate in the case of companies, as in theory, companies are rational beings that
seek profits. Hall (2004) argues that relative advantage can be considered as benefits/costs.
This is clearly a good indicator of economic profitability. The findings of this thesis show that
the relative advantage is indeed measured in terms of economic benefit, namely the payback
period.

As suggested in Figure 4.1, perceived relative advantage is affected by three main fac-
tors. First, uncertain economic benefit is problematic, as factories have many competing in-
vestments, which are often prioritized with a payback criterion. Second, uncertain technical
reliability hinders diffusion, as a factory environment can break an instrument in various ways.
Third, heterogeneity of factory benefit is considerable as factories have differing raw materials,
equipment and end products, and as heterogeneity is large, most factories do not benefit from a
novel instrument1. I discuss these three inhibitors in the following subsections.

4.1.1 Reducing economic uncertainty: Bought for a clear need
Previous studies show that a market need is an important factor both for general industrial
products (e.g. Utterback, 1974; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Arens, Worrell & Eich-
hammer, 2017) as well as for scientific instruments (e.g. Utterback, 1971; Rothwell et al.,
1974). Results of Rothwell et al. (1974) show various ways successful instrument providers
take user need into account: They operate in familiar markets, they are second to market and
they involve customer during the development.

A large part of both pulp and provider interviews underlined that a need is the primary force
in setting procurement process in motion. User need can be caused by a perceived problem in
the process, solving of which would create monetary potential.2

Then again, need is not the sole driver of instrument adoption. Many interviewees also
noted that a procurement process starts when instrument can generate a benefit. A process
instrument has to provide a benefit in some way, and typically a primary way is through some
control mechanism of the process. For example, a control mechanism could improve yield,
save energy or reduce variability of the process, though various other saving possibilities are
also possible.

Three interviewees paraphrased the crucial role of a benefit by stating that “nice things
are not bought”, “we don’t buy instruments for fun, or at least that is the goal” and “20 000
instruments in this site, so we don’t feel like taking them for fun”.

Three pulp interviewees and two instrument providers argued that in order to help factory
employees understand how a given instrument produces value, it is particularly important that

1I suggest that improvements, which benefit all factories, are already developed. Consequently, majority of
novel instruments offer a benefit initially only for a small niche.

2For example, a problem can be that a pulp cooker is not in control and becomes unstabile from time to
time. After studying the problem, the personnel may find out that the unstability can be attributed to changes in
raw material, which prompts a need for measurement. One interviewee characterized need as an identified gap
between mill performances: If one factory has lower performance than other factories, a problem is identified and
addressed.
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an instrument provider understands the process of a factory profoundly. If the provider lacks
good understanding on the process, instrument benefit can be difficult to establish clearly.

Overall, I think a need is a benefit in disguise, as solving a need provides a benefit. Thus, I
see no clear distinction between these two interpretations. Whether the economic profitability
is sought through one or the other, I interpret the benefit has to be concrete and direct. The
requirement of a clear and direct benefit is further built by discussing indirect and rare benefits,
general data-analytic capabilities, practical barriers of moisture measurement and the formal
prioritization of investments.

Indirect and rare benefits

As described in Section 2.2.1, preventive innovation is one that protects the adopter from possi-
ble undesirable events that are far in the future, and preventive innovations diffuse slowly as the
relative advantage is hard to perceive. This further suggests that a process instrument should
not be developed to react to some rare adverse events that happen, for example, twice a year.
Rather, an instrument providing clear continuous benefit has a larger perceived advantage.

Still, an instrument could provide indirect but frequent benefits. Some interviewees sug-
gested that a direct need could be time-saving: Even if a controller could not react to change
in moisture, it could provide understanding and save time as a problem is not sought from
somewhere else.

Additionally, one interviewee suggested that even if a measurement device does not yield
direct benefits, it can help developing the surrounding activities by setting and monitoring tar-
gets3. Other interviewee considered that an instrument may provide indirect benefits com-
pletely somewhere else, which can be an investment motive. However, the interviewee con-
cluded that investment justifications are often wretched as an investment should almost always
have a calculated payback period.

Both rare and indirect benefits suffer from two main problems: Benefit is difficult to calcu-
late and the benefit is somewhat limited. On the contrary, benefit from continuous control of a
process is easier to calculate and this benefit is considerably higher, as continuous improvement
to yield or energy saving can offer large profit increases.

Data analysis does not support rare events

Data analysis capabilities are a crucial part in harnessing benefits of a process instrument.
However, it appears that factories mainly use data to follow the current state of a process. If
a problem arises, the data is reactively analysed to learn how the problem can be avoided next
time. It seems that factories generally have shallow capabilities in forward-looking or predictive
data-analysis.

A few interviewees also indicated that factories have different ways of storing data, and
some factories aggregate old data to a lower frequency to save space. As one instrument
provider pointed out, aggregated data can make correlations impossible to find, as the signal is
lost to the aggregation.

Learning a rare pattern also takes a lot of time, as pattern has to be observed multiple times
before any generalizations can be made and process could be changed. Learning a continuous
pattern is faster and thus it can be taken into use more quickly.

These findings indicate that the existing data-analysis capabilities generally support the
usage of instruments, which can provide a clear and understandable direct benefit. Conversely,

3For example, stability of a moisture measurement could be a target for developing chip storage management.
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the capabilities poorly support instruments, which require gathering data systematically for
years. One instrument provider supported this view by noting that customers generally are not
interested in the value of long-term data.

Moisture measurement: theoretical benefits and practical barriers

Interviewees were asked what benefits a moisture measurement could provide to the process.
Based on theory, many speculated that knowledge of chip moisture would help determining the
quantity of dry wood. Knowing the amount of dry-wood in the process would help managing
the liquor-wood -ratio better with more accurate chemical regulation, which would in turn
reduce kappa number variation and smooth subsequent process steps. Theoretically, the benefit
could provide chemical savings, open bottlenecks to improve production rate, increase yield
through reducing reject rates and diminish energy costs.

Even if a process instrument could provide a benefit theoretically, interviewees indicated
that many practical barriers make the benefit unattainable. One interviewee explicitly pointed
that according to theory, moisture measurement could be beneficial, but practical experience
suggests that those benefits would be very difficult to harness.

Interviewees considered that short-term fluctuation of moisture is limited. Multiple inter-
viewees noted that moisture averages mainly fluctuate between 45-55% over the year, though
rarely the moisture could be as low as 40% or as high as 60%. Even though few interviewees
had detailed information on how fast moisture fluctuates within a day or within a week, no
interviewee argued that moisture would have large short-term variations except in some rare
cases. Many interviewees also noted that large storages can flatten moisture variations. In ad-
dition, storage management is a major way in inhibiting potentially problematic raw material
changes and moisture fluctuations from reaching a factory4.

In addition to limited moisture fluctuations, process control mechanisms are slow, so the
value of continuous moisture data seems uncertain. Several interviewees suggested that contin-
uous moisture management could create more problems than it solves. For example, continuous
management of liquor-wood -ratio could introduce quality problems to the end product or in-
crease variabilities by accident. Most factories thus actively follow wood moisture level only
with laboratory analyses.

Reactions to more infrequent moisture changes could be beneficial. However, I think rare
events are also problematic, as reacting to events that happen only few times a year poses risks
of overreaction. And even if an instrument is only beneficial twice a year, I suspect that an
operator may find it difficult to rely on the instrument every day.

Some interviewees argued that moisture measurement is “hi-fi” or “fine-tuning” or “nice-to-
know”. Multiple interviewees also noted that there are many other variables that affect cooking,
such as chip size, chip density, and extractive agents. Therefore, knowledge of moisture alone
might not be sufficient to control process due to large amount of noise, so safety buffers due to
unknown factors may make any changes infeasible.

One interviewee pointed out that process has to be looked thoroughly. For example, if an
instrument provides knowledge only on moisture, assuming dry wood content stays constant,
the subsequent liquor additions could largely flatten variations of moisture, and as more water
is added in washing of pulp, the variations are further diminished.

One interviewee had experience on a neutron based moisture measurement from twenty
years ago. The interviewee recalled that one main problem was that neutrons do not directly

4Chips from different sources can be mixed and gradually changed from one to other.
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measure water, but hydrogen, which is also present in dry wood. As both dry wood and mois-
ture can vary, device used a conveyor belt weight to infer the total amount of both water and
wood. Due to insurmoutably difficult calibrations and inadequate accuracy of the instruments,
the instrument did not improve the process.

Many factories have taken moisture instruments into trial, but due to practical barriers (poor
accuracy, maintenance costs, lack of benefit) only one commercial moisture measurement is
currently in use. This commercial instrument was adopted a month before the interview, and it
was mainly adopted due to a low price. Three factories have a computational moisture measure-
ment based on weight and volume (this method assumes constant dry-wood density), but the
method does not provide clear benefit5. However, most factories take laboratory measurements
weekly, and use them to track merely the long-term yearly trend.

Payback of investments prioritizes certain benefit

Previous literature has highlighted that factories often use payback periods to prioritize invest-
ments, and typically payback time should be under three years (e.g. Handfield & Pagell, 1995;
Rohdin & Thollander, 2006; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer, 2017). Interviewees of this the-
sis supported these findings: Even if a new instrument could provide a benefit to the process,
interviewees suggested that due to limited budget not all investments can be made.

In essence, budgets are more or less limited, and there is never enough money to fund all
investment opportunities. One interviewee emphasized that competition between investment
money is fierce by arguing that if 10 million is budgeted, investments worth of 25 million
should be done. The interviewees suggested three competing alternatives for an investment in
a complex process instrument:

1. Critical replacement investments: Companies and even individual business units within
the same company have differences in their budgeting practices. However, various pulp
interviewees noted that replacement investments have to be done cyclically if the given
piece of machinery is considered critical. Therefore, replacement investments have a
higher priority. According to some interviewees, new investments typically have their
own allocated funds separated from the replacement investments, so on some sense new
investments are not directly competing with replacement investments. However, two
interviewees explained that a replacement investment can also become a normal invest-
ment: Capacity of the factories is constantly increased, so instead of buying exactly the
same pump one can buy a larger pump to support capacity increases in the future.

2. Non-critical improvements: One interviewee noted that there is a large amount of non-
critical improvement potential. Even among the analyzers, a factory could invest into a
chip size analyzer, concentration measurement, fiber length analyzer or a chip moisture
analyzer. In addition, non-critical performance boosts could be sought by investing in
laboratory staff, data analysing capabilities or management of chip storages.

3. Good enough and non-measurement: The major competing alternative for a novel
process instrument is the lack of measurement. As one instrument provider interviewee
suggested: “Regardless of the measurement, good enough is a ubiquitous competitor.”
The interviewee continued that a customer might not have any additional benefit from
buying an instrument ten times more accurate. One pulp interviewee noted that instead

5Two of these factories have not found benefit from it, whilst one factory apparently has a slight benefit and
considers adopting the method into another production line.
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of buying an unsatisfactory instrument, a factory can manage without it and merely use
laboratory analyses when needed.

This breadth of investments has to be compared in some universal way, and a majority of
interviewees explained that a payback period criterion has a significant role in prioritizing in-
vestments. This seems a natural fit, as the payback period seems to be a clear indicator of
economic profitability, which earlier was stated as the measure of “perceived relative advan-
tage”.

Most of the interviewees who pointed out payback period as an important factor also
claimed that if it cannot be calculated the investment is not feasible. Some suggested that
10kC could be invested “to science” or “testing” even if the benefit and payback period is not
clear, whilst investments of 200kC have little chance of success if the payback period cannot
be calculated.

Interviews indicated that moisture measurement also falls in this “uncertain” category. In-
terviewees generally argued that benefit of moisture measurement is hard to establish, as the
process is complicated and noisy. This is also reflected in the price estimates, as multiple inter-
viewees proposed that if a process instrument only measures moisture, a reasonable price could
be 100kC or below6, and several noted that a price of several hundred thousand euros would
make investment unlikely. Various interviewees also suggested that in incineration plants, the
benefit of a chip moisture instrument is easier to calculate, which would make the adoption
easier to justify.

Naturally, in a large corporation this type of structured (payback period oriented) decision-
making is required to validate investments and optimize use of resources. However, I speculate
this procedure of emphasizing payback period is risk-averse and thus inhibits the diffusion of
radical sustaining innovations. Radical innovations may yield significant improvements, but
large investments combined with a high degree of uncertainty make them unattractive in terms
of payback calculations. In addition, as noted earlier, there are various “indirect” improve-
ments, such as that a measurement device can provide a basis for further improvements, but a
payback is hard to calculate for these further improvements.

4.1.2 Reducing technological uncertainty: Reliability of operation
Previous research on scientific instruments has argued that factory environment often can be
hostile towards process instruments, so R&D personnel should visit customer premises not only
to study the technical requirements but also the conditions in which the instrument operates
(Rothwell et al., 1974). The interviews also presented various unpredictable characteristics of
a factory environment, which can negatively affect a process instrument. In order to diminish
these uncertainties, an instrument has to be “reliable”.

Reliability was a common theme discussed in almost all interviews, and alongside a clear
benefit, pulp interviewees considered reliability as the most important factor of an instrument.
As one interviewee suggested, an instrument should be reliable as controlling the process with
an unreliable instrument could be harmful in long-term. One interviewee described that once
an instrument is installed, barely no one knows it even exists. As another interviewee implied
the importance of reliability: “The instrument should work properly”.

However, reliability as a term encapsulates various characteristics, and consequently in-
terviewees did use the term consistently. Based on the interviews, I propose that an overall

6100kC is an easy limit for interviewees to say, but also charm pricing has important role here: Price over
100kC is considerably more expensive than a price under 100kC.
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satisfactory definition would be “an ability of a process instrument to operate in the given en-
vironment by giving sufficiently accurate values in continuous fashion without failures”.

Next, I shall discuss in more detail what exactly makes factory environment so hostile, how
instrument provider prepares for the hostility, and how ultimately the reliability is proven in the
factory.

Hostile and unpredictable environment

Even though “work properly” is an evident requirement from a device that is supposed to op-
erate with no interruptions, developing a reliable measurement instrument is surprisingly hard,
and hostility of factory environment should not be neglected in the development process. All of
the provider interviewees underlined the difficulty of factory premises. In essence, instruments
can easily work in laboratory, whilst performance in industrial context is hard to predict.

Industrial context is indeed hostile. Process instrument has to survive high temperatures,
high pressure, and sometimes measure corrosive liquids such as hydrochloric acid. Even if a
process instrument would not directly break under harsh industrial conditions, the environment
may generate constant error or skew calibrations: Temperature affects some instruments, trem-
bling and shaking others. In measurement of wood chips, many methods suffer from phase
changes of water.

Further, the environment may have unforeseen elements as confounding variables that in-
duce constant error. For example, regarding wood moisture measurement, interviewees sug-
gested that besides wood moisture, there are other important variables such as wood chip size
distribution, wood density and extractive agents, which may affect the pulping process. There-
fore, even if a device would measure moisture accurately, unawareness of the variations of these
other factors may make signal too noisy rendering it difficult to control the process based only
on one factor.

Interviewees suggested that even if measurement would work, one possible bottleneck of
an instrument may be sampling. Sampler should reliably produce representative and similar
samples. For example, in the case of wood chip sampling, one interviewee questioned whether
a sample contains both small and large chips in correct ratio.

Even if material variations would be somewhat predictable, in many cases they can cause
peculiar and unforeseen complications: One provider interviewee noted a microwave consis-
tency transmitter suffers from air bubbles in the sample, whilst a blade consistency transmitter
suffers from changes in the material as friction depends on the type of wood. Another one
emphasized that site factors affect the properties of the wood, indicating that the changing
properties affect measurement. The interviewee suggested a “staining theology” professorship
could be established, as problems related to staining were something else than natural sciences.

Pulp interviewees also shared various experiences of instruments having poor performance
in factory conditions. Specifically in chip moisture measurement, many pulp interviewees ex-
plained that over the years moisture analyzers had been tested, but various poor experiences
resulted from raw material changes. First, frozen wood chips are hard to analyse with many
existing methods. Second, many methods also suffer from variations in chip type (density,
chip size, species) as typically methods assume a constant density. Changing raw material re-
sulted in inadequate accuracy and unreliability, which rendered the devices unusable. Thus the
technologies have seen little diffusion in pulp factories.

Some pulp interviewees noted robust devices and solutions are often better. Also, some sug-
gested that depending on the situation the reliability is often more important than the precision
of the device. I think these comments may indicate that problems related to hostile environment
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could be more frequent than problems of poor accuracy of an instrument7.
Naturally, different industries have different levels of hostility. One of the provider inter-

viewees compared food industry and pulp industry by noting that in food industry the process
condition is kinder so the device criteria focus on cheaper devices that are accurate and care-
free, whereas in pulp industry the main customer need is reliability and ability of device to
survive the harsh conditions.

Preparing for the environment

Due to the hostility of the environment, an instrument provider has to be well prepared. One
pulp interviewee suggested that before any piloting in a real factory environment can take
place, a provider should ensure reliability and replicability in a laboratory environment. Two
providers also emphasized testing in a laboratory. A study on scientific instruments also shows
that successful instruments have fewer bugs at prototype level and in production (Rothwell et
al., 1974), which supports comprehensive testing.

Reliability is often ensured with standards (e.g. ISO 9001) and markings (e.g. CE, ATEX,
SIL). CE is mandatory, and conformity for measurement instruments self-assessed with tests
according to relevant standards (such as IEC 60204, 60770 and 61010), though in some cases a
“notified body” is needed confirm the compliance. ATEX is required in factories with explosive
atmospheres, such as a potato flour factory, and reportedly organization has to have audited
ISO 9001 conformance in order to ensure ATEX conformance. In addition, at least in cases of
simple process instruments, one interviewee described that reliability of electronics is ensured
with SIL-rating.

However, only few pulp interviewees mentioned that standards and markings as a testimony
of reliability, perhaps as the standards and markings are “forced” by the organization’s safety
officers and law. Still, they are necessary tools in showing and demonstrating reliability.

Some interviewees identified performance guarantee as another tool to ensure process in-
strument reliability. Instrument provider guarantees a certain reliability, for example, in terms
of accuracy, stability of the calibration and general durability depending on the given environ-
ment in which the instrument is installed. If the instrument has inadequate performance, it can
be returned to the manufacturer.

Proving reliability in the environment

Then, when instrument is bought and installed, reliability and guaranteed accuracy has to be
ensured and monitored. One provider interviewee suggested that in some cases a new pres-
sure instrument can be installed next to a competitor’s instrument to show it reaches similar
accuracy. Another provider interviewee emphasized factory laboratory as the reference for the
instrument.

Using factory laboratory as a reference seems like a natural fit: A process instrument analy-
ses a sample, which is then analysed in laboratory. And as laboratory equipment are in a stabile
environment, they have a better accuracy, and thus the error can be attributed to the process
instrument.

Reality is not as straightforward. Other instrument provider illustrated that this approach
has three flaws. First, the laboratory analyses the sample in different temperature and different
pressure, which often affects the result. Second, when a sample is taken, it is often exposed to
atmosphere, so evaporation and oxidation can alter the sample before the laboratory analysis.

7Alternative explanation is that problems related to hostile environment are easier to perceive.
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Third, factories have different laboratory practices, and some even perform the analyses down-
right wrong. The interviewee also explained that in Europe linearity deviations8 are possible
to justify with reasoning, whilst some Asian markets have unrealistic expectations for complex
instrument performance.

Wood moisture measurement provides a good example of the difficulties in a seemingly
simple laboratory analysis: In theory, wood chips are oven dried and then the missing material
accounts for water. However, the interviewee explains that in practice some factories dry the
chips for 12 hours, others 24 hours, some use circulating air, some use exhaust air ovens. Also,
oven drying has the problem that it also removes extractive agents, so accounting all of the lost
mass to water may be incorrect. Further, before analysis warm chips can lose moisture through
evaporation if they are not kept in an air tight container.

4.1.3 Heterogeneity of benefit between pulp mills
Previous literature has shown that markets are heterogeneous even within a single industry, as
differences such as factory size or whether an investment is intended as a replacement or as
an expansion (e.g. Oster, 1982; Ray, 1989; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007; Arens, Worrell &
Eichhammer, 2017). This study also highlights strong heterogeneity.

Even though pulp industry is characterized by bulk production principles9, the intervie-
wees suggested that the benefits of a moisture measurement are highly heterogeneous. The
heterogeneity is caused by three varying factors: Raw materials, process and machines, and
end product quality requirements.

1. Raw materials: Mills have different raw material flows. For example, mills on shore
get the wood from a wider area than an inland mill, and a higher heterogeneity of raw
material increases the frequency of problems caused by raw material variations.

Many interviewees emphasized proper and systematic raw material handling as an impor-
tant way to reduce fluctuations of moisture, and some factories have made large invest-
ments in storage capabilities. Some suggested that fluctuations could be to some degree
diminished with large storages. A couple of interviewees noted that chips are sometimes
accidentally left to the sides of the pile for a longer period, and after drying for 9 months
these chips can cause problems in the process. Therefore, a factory with small storages or
poor raw material handling practices could benefit from a moisture measurement more.

Interviewees were also asked about extractive agents, and many noted that with conifer
no problems arise whilst birch has some issues. However, some suggested that if birch is
debarked correctly, then extractive agents cause little problems.

2. Processes and machines: Factories have differing bottlenecks, so if an innovation is
able to open one type of a bottleneck, it might be applicable only in some factories.

Interviewees pointed out factories have different processes and different supporting equip-
ment. For example, one factory has a screw, which presses wood chips to a constant
moisture. Some factories have supporting analyses (such as wood chip size), which could
increase the value of moisture measurement, as mere moisture measurement might have
little value due to other varying parameters.

8Deviation from the linear relationship between input quantity (x-axis) and sensor output (y-axis). Deviations
can take place due to hysteresis, for example.

9The input is bulk (mainly logs and wood chips), and the output is a standardized bulk (different pulp qualities)
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Interviewees also pointed out that the main benefit mechanism depends on the factory
specific characteristics. For example, some factories consume little energy or are net
positive producers of electricity, and in these cases energy efficiency investments have
reduced effect. If a factory has a bottleneck on evaporator, more stable management of
water helps increasing production. If a bottleneck is chemical recovery, then smarter
chemical administration could increase production.

Often a newer factory has better supporting measurements and also a higher production
capacity, so I speculate that in a new factory a moisture measurement offers larger bene-
fits than in an old factory. At the same time, an old factory likely has a lower budget for
new investments and is more likely to be closed completely. Then again, two intervie-
wees noted that newer factories have teething problems and they require months or even
years to reach full capacity.

3. End product quality requirements: Interviewees point out quality requirements of the
end product differ. A thin packaging of food supplies likely requires a higher and more
stable quality with fewer impurities, whilst a fluting inside corrugated fiberboard likely
has relatively low quality requirements. As one of the main theoretical benefits of mois-
ture measurement is reduced kappa number variability, the benefit is likely lower in flut-
ing factories than in other factories.

Further, even though the above three factors would be the same, employees have philosoph-
ical differences that increase heterogeneity of perceived benefit even though the actual benefit
would be the same. For example, many interviewees experienced with continuous pulping
argued that based on theory, in batch pulping moisture measurement is more important. How-
ever, one interviewee experienced with both batch and continuous pulping questioned this and
argued that moisture measurement has same or larger benefit in continuous pulping as liquor-
wood -ratio is not altered in batch pulping. Therefore, it seems that interviewees comments
also have a high degree of subjectivity. Understandably, people emphasize targets of process
control (stability of the process, uniform quality of end product, maximize yield) differently
based on their past experiences.

4.2 Perceived complexity
“the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use”
(Rogers, 2003)

Earlier literature has demonstrated that adopting an innovation can be troublesome for var-
ious reasons. Employees may require training, and organizational learning might be needed to
gain benefits from the technology. Inconveniences and hassle are considered costs that inhibit
adoption of a new technology. Also many studies argue that complementary investments might
be required to support a new industrial technology (e.g. Rosenberg, 1972; Goldfarb, 2005;
Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). However, previous literature has not considered difficulties of
using an industrial innovation as an inhibiting factor.

The interviews of this study provided more insight on both difficulties of taking the instru-
ment into use as well as difficulties of using the instrument.

As suggested in Figure 4.1, perceived complexity is affected by two factors. First, instru-
ments are often difficult to take into use, as planning, installation and calibration are required.
And even after the instrument is operating reliably, the benefit has to be ensured by finding a
correlation and by tying the instrument to the process. Second, instruments can be difficult to
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use, for example due to too frequent maintenance. These two inhibitors are discussed in the
following subsections. However, before these two factors are discussed, I present interviewees’
experiences on whether hardware or software makes an instrument complex.

Hardware or software complexity?
As stated in Section 2.3.2, complexity can refer both to complexity of hardware and com-
plexity of software. One pulp and one provider interviewees pointed out that the customer
understandably cannot see how complex the software is and thus do not care about it as long as
the instrument performs as expected.

Indeed, it seems that the hardware complexity makes installation more complex and thus
hinders adoption. Two interviewees noted that as processors and electronics have become
prevalent, over time hardware complexity has been compensated with electronics and data
analysis. As hardware complexity is more “available” than software complexity, I suggest, ac-
cording to availability heuristic10, that the hardware has a disproportionate role in the decision-
making. However, this is hard to verify based on the current interviews.

Nevertheless, even if a small software-complex instrument is easier to install and maintain
than a hardware-complex instrument, this does not mean all complexity of a process instrument
should be pushed to software: A complex software is likely less robust so that the instrument
may suffer from unforeseen changes in the environment.

4.2.1 Difficult to take into use: Installation and tying to the process
One instrument provider said that he calculates the benefit to factory as honestly as possible by
avoiding pessimism and groundless optimism. However, the interviewee never factors in the
organizational friction that a factory has to go through to get introduce new technology in the
process.

I asked several pulp interviewees what steps are needed to get a complex instrument work-
ing to provide benefit for the factory. Their responses indicate that introducing a new instrument
needs a lot of work. As one interviewee noted: “It is not enough that we have the instrument
on the gate”.

It seems that the difficulties of taking instrument into use fall into two categories. First,
installing the instrument to the process and proving the instrument can be troublesome. Second,
it can be problematic to find a proper way to use the instrument.

Installing and proving reliability

Naturally complexity of installation depends wholly on the type of the device. A pressure
instrument could be installed in a couple of hours, whilst instruments with a larger complexity
can require days.

In case of complex instruments, even if the provider offers a “turn-key” installation of the
instrument, the factory may not be willing to pay for the service. And regardless of the instru-
ment, interviewees pointed out that installation always requires something from the factory:
Electricity, data transmission, water or air have to be connected to the device, and in some
cases factory employees have to make space for the instrument (for example drill a hole to a
pipe).

10The easier some information is to imagine or recall, the more it is emphasized in the decision-making process.
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Additionally, one interviewee pointed out that nowadays almost everything has to be planned:
Installation, mechanical parts, electricity and automation. Finding a suitable subcontractor to
install, invitation for tenders or using an external planner all introduce inertia to the process
even before the installation can happen.

Various interviewees also pointed out that a maintenance shutdown is often needed for
complex instruments. And even if the instrument could be installed without a stoppage, it
may require building some maintenance platforms or such which again may require a planned
shutdown.

The larger the installation requirements are from a factory, the more reluctant a factory is
towards adoption. One pulp interviewee stated that if a process instrument needs some special
commodity such as ultrapure water or even intermediate pressure steam that is not nearby the
installation location, adoption starts to feel cumbersome.

Also, it is important to remember installation is not the only thing a complex instrument
requires. Rather, as noted in Section 4.1.2, reliability has to be proven in the environment first
by taking calibration points and using factory laboratory.

Nevertheless, I suppose that the installation itself might not be an economically large
project, but it still requires considerable amount of personnel time to plan and execute. The
aforementioned provider interviewee noted that if the organizational friction would be factored
in economically, the employee is still responsible for the purchase and the possible issues the
instrument has. The interviewee argued that it is psychologically easier for the employee to
claim that no one visited and no one called, whilst if the technology is taken into use the em-
ployee risks his position and has to do more work. I will return to this in Section 4.3.2 by
proposing there is some conflict of interest between company and employee incentives.

Tying to the process: Logic of use

As discussed earlier in Section 4.1.1, many interviewees argued that instruments are bought
for a clear need, which in essence entails that logic of use has to be understood. Therefore,
employees should have some theoretical ideas how the data produced by a process instrument
is used.

Still, usage of a novel instrument in process control is not straightforward even though the-
ory would suggest a benefit. For example, regarding moisture measurement, there are various
practical issues such as slow control mechanisms that are already described in Section 4.1.1.
Essentially, despite theoretical ideas, the environment is unpredictable and ultimately the logic
of use has to be verified after the instrument is reliably working.

A couple of interviewees noted that considerable amount of work is required even after the
instrument is installed, operating and reliable: A mill operator has to take the data into account
somehow, and the data has to be given carefully so that the new signal is not just a number
among other numbers.

First of these two interviewees suggested that some automated logic should be developed
to use the instrument, and automation could be built only after data is gathered and some
correlation is found. Theoretical understanding might help finding a correlation, but the latter
of these interviewees later in the discussion argued that finding correlations is not easy as the
process has delays and interfering variables. I speculate a lack of supporting measurement
instruments (such as sub-metering) add to the problem.
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4.2.2 Difficult to use: Maintenance and service
In addition to difficulties of taking an instrument to use, there are difficulties related to using
an instrument. Previous literature has not considered difficulties of usage as inhibiting factors.
However, the interviewees argued that frequent calibrations and maintenance are problematic
characteristics of a process instrument.

Many interviewees emphasized that a complex instrument should be practically mainte-
nance free. Weekly calibration routine seems to be too frequent, whilst interviewees suggested
a calibration could take place yearly during maintenance shutdown. I propose this is due to two
reasons. First, I regard frequent maintenance is related to poor reliability – frequent mainte-
nance implies that a process instrument has frequent problems. Second, frequent maintenance
requires employee time, which is both precious for company and for the employee making the
decision. These two perspectives are discussed next.

Reliability and maintenance of critical instruments

Maintenance requirements are connected to reliability. If an instrument suffers from the en-
vironment, it gradually loses its performance, which is a question of reliability. But in many
cases the performance can still be kept if the instrument is periodically calibrated and main-
tained. To some extent maintenance by the factory employees and service by the instrument
provider could keep the instrument in operation and increase reliability, which after all is the
most important factor.

According to a few pulp and provider interviewees, maintenance contract also is an im-
portant part of an investment. Pulp interviewees suggested that familiar expert could come
biannually or annually. One instrument provider argued that maintenance contract should be
thought seriously: Customers are nowadays willing to pay for it, and as it is a good deal if the
product has a high quality. I suppose an extensive maintenance contract to some extent ensures
reliability whilst making the process instrument care-free.

Still, even if a maintenance contract is used, some interviewees suggested that a factory has
to have capabilities to provide critical first-aid, as assistance coming from abroad is slow and
unpleasant for both parties.

Time cost of regular maintenance

Calibration of an instrument can also require a lot of work. One pulp interviewee had experi-
ence from two chip moisture analysers both of which required an extensive calibration routine.
In order to get a representative sample, conveyor belt had to be stopped, which required two
people. Stopping the conveyor belt is a risk to process as there is often only a small silo before
the digester. After stopping the conveyor belt, a few dozens of kilos of chips had to be taken
from the conveyor belt to have a representative sample. Then the sample had to be mixed in a
garbage bag, after which only about one kilo was oven dried to ensure the moisture. And often
one calibration point is not enough, but dozens of points are often needed.

Besides calibration, one interviewee suggested that there are many things that have to be
taken care of: Someone has to check that the instrument is clean, it is operating and that the
telecommunication is working. To understand why lack of time is an inhibiting factor of dif-
fusion, it is helpful to understand how many instruments a factory has, and how little spare
time a mechanic has. Two interviewees revealed that a pulp mill can have 10 to 20 thousand
instruments. One of these interviewees also said there are 20-30 mechanics on the site.
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Most of the 10 thousand instruments are of course “simple” that require little maintenance,
and one provider interviewee stated that typical pressure transmitters are calibrated about every
five years, though some might require more frequent visits. Still there are many complex pro-
cess instruments (pH measurements, quality control of end product, consistency transmitter)
that are critical and need attention. Interviewees argued that these critical complex instruments
have to be checked regularly to ensure they are working correctly. Some instruments require
monthly, weekly or even daily attention. Modern instruments can be remotely readable, but
many old instruments and factories do not have these capabilities, so an employee has to regu-
larly check whether an instrument indeed is working correctly. As time is limited, employees
understandably want no extra duties.

Still, I find somewhat peculiar why many interviewees implied that frequent calibration is
problematic for a new instrument: If a weekly calibration would take 4 hours with an hourly
cost of 50C, the yearly maintenance cost of 10kC would still seem negligible if a complex
instrument provides any quantifiable benefits to the process. However, depending on the in-
strument calibration can be a longer process.

I suspect frequent calibrations or maintenance indicate to employees that an instrument is
fragile and unreliable, and hence cannot be used for process control. Further, I speculate due to
tight resources employees have little spare time to maintain new instruments. As noted earlier,
in Section 4.3.2 I propose that there is some conflict of interest between company and employee
incentives, which can pronounce the lack of time.

4.3 Compatibility
“the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values,
past experiences, and needs of potential adopters” (Rogers, 2003)

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, needs of a potential adopter seem to be emotionally loaded,
whilst perceived relative advantage is based on rational logic. However in the case of organiza-
tions, emotions are largely removed from the decision-making, so “organizational need” is not
re-visited here as it largely is parallel with relative advantage.

As suggested in Figure 4.1, uncertain economic benefit and uncertain technical reliabil-
ity decrease compatibility with existing values and past experiences, which hinders diffusion.
However, the causality is not as clear as with other parts of the figure: I propose existing values
and past experiences are tied to the environment of the study and thus they emphasize prob-
lems with uncertainties of economic benefit and technical reliability11. Nevertheless, in order
to better understand the environment, past experiences and existing values are described in the
following two subsections. Past experiences, however, limit to explaining typical instrument
purchase practices, whereas existing values seek to explain the environment characteristics.

4.3.1 Past experiences
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, I consider past experiences as “previously introduced and adopted
ideas” that are mental tools, which help user perceive the new innovation. Indeed, one instru-
ment provider interviewee noted that whilst new and unique technology is a nice position, the

11It is hard to differentiate whether the adversity towards uncertainties is caused by rational “perceived relative
advantage” or irrational “compatibility”. Perhaps rational thinking is formalized to organizational structures and
values, creating a strong link between relative advantage and compatibility.
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rate of adoption suffers as customer does not have the mental tools to understand – a lot of
efforts have to be directed towards education of customers.

Previous instrument purchase experiences of pulp interviewees are largely synthesized in
relative advantage and complexity. Especially sections regarding the difficulties of installation
and maintenance stem largely from difficulties interviewees have had. For example, for some
reason a device has stopped on day one, and the interviewee has had no help. I propose that
this is also a reason why reliability is emphasized: Poor experiences are avoided with reliable
instruments.

Thus in order to avoid redundancy I will not list what types of poor experiences people have
had. Rather, this section intends to describe the main “habits” or “mental tools” by elaborating
typical contract and typical instrument provider factories use.

Typical contract: Investment with a maintenance service

In many other contexts, fixed assets have been substituted with services. For example, in con-
sumer markets, taxi services substitute cars, music/video streaming substitute owning physical
copies and similarly various softwares are offered “as-a-service”. Servitization is not limited to
consumers but there are also examples of value co-creation in industrial context. For instance,
Vaisala is a producer of industrial measurement systems and it provides aviation weather sys-
tems as a service. Rolls-Royce provides plane engines as “power-by-the-hour” in order to
minimize downtime.

On a similar fashion, as pulp interviewees value reliability and oppose uncertainty of an
instrument, complex process instruments could be in theory offered as a service in order to
decrease risks and costs related to the adoption. However, five interviewees pointed out that the
majority of expensive instruments are procured as investments, that often include a maintenance
contract as discussed in Section 4.2.2. One provider interviewee noted that at least 95% of the
sales are typical investments accompanied with a maintenance contract.

In theory, some interviewees identified rent as a possible alternative but in practice it is
mainly used in piloting or in trials to offer instrument provider some compensation. A couple
of interviewees also noted that changing CAPEX to OPEX is not lucrative for factories as they
are used to making large investments.

Typical instrument provider: Familiar, large company

Generally, interviewees reported only little or no experience on working with start-ups. Mostly
instruments are procured from large and familiar companies, namely Valmet and Andritz. One
pulp interviewee noted that if some type of measurement has been recognized as critical for the
industry, one or the other has swallowed the new measurement.

One instrument provider suggested that conservativeness slows introduction of novel instru-
ments, but it makes it easier to sell replacement investments: As long as customers are treated
well, they learn to buy from the same provider. This indeed seems to be the case, as many pulp
interviewees indicated that familiarity and size of the company is regarded as a bonus, whereas
start-ups or small companies were considered riskier. One pulp interviewee considered that if
an expensive process instrument has poor performance, start-up will go bankrupt if it is held
accountable. Another pulp interviewee had experience that an instrument was bought from a
small company, the instrument worked fine, but then a critical employee left the start-up and
maintenance ended. Two other pulp interviewees noted that the start-up has to show it is stable
and that its economy is in order. For example, revenue and the trend of operating income might
be checked.
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Some interviewees noted that after instrument purchase is made at factory level, a new
provider has to go through group level verification. Interviewees did not consider this as a
barrier even for start-ups. In contrast, one procurement expert I had an email exchange with
suggested that there can be some checks regarding the economic situation of a new provider
if there is doubt on the company’s solvency. The expert noted this could be challenging for a
start-up.

So in essence, start-up’s unreliability is higher, there is a risk of continuity issues, and start-
up does not have references to prove itself. Further, I speculate that as a start-up does not have
an established brand value, pulp interviewees might consider it has less to lose than a large
provider in case of a poor experience. However, these are all only hindrances, not definitive
barriers, and a couple of interviewees assure they are open towards any type of a provider.

4.3.2 Existing values: Conservativeness
The previous section addresses typical structures the pulp interviewees are used to, and this
section takes one step further and seeks to explain the underlying values that guide the intervie-
wees in their decision-making. As the underlying values are hidden, here I am perhaps at most
risk of wrongly interpreting the interviews. However, the interviews offer enough evidence that
I propose pulp industry is conservative.

Conservativeness describes well the responses of interviewees and it encompasses their
modus operandi. However, before going to the examples, it is important to note what conserva-
tive means in this context. I use the term conservative to refer to the tendency of favouring the
current situation and being adverse to change. Besides change, I believe conservativeness also
incorporates a higher degree of risk aversion, which is, for example, reflected in a reluctance to
invest in uncertain investments as described in Section 4.1.1. I suggest there are three elements
that promote conservative decision-making:

1. Rules and culture of organization may be inclined towards maintaining status quo.

2. The changing environment under disruption may affect both individuals as well as col-
lective thinking.

3. Individuals, who due to information asymmetries prefer to minimize their own risk rather
than maximise potential of the company.

Conservative rules and corporate culture are reflected in the use of payback as a primary
criteria, which is already discussed in Section 4.1.1. This section rather seeks to elaborate the
latter two.

Also, I must note I am in no position to criticize whether pulp mills should be more or less
conservative. Embodying conservativeness in the decision structures likely increases pulp mill
safety and it probably helps guiding limited resources to most potential investments effectively.
Rather, I regard it as a fact that affects the diffusion of novel instruments in various ways: It
affects the decision-making process, investment criteria and overall willingness to adopt new
technologies. In the following four subsections I will elaborate how conservativeness is present
in the sample.

Instrument providers comment conservativeness

Two of the instrument providers gave the same example on the conservativeness: Process in-
dustry and pulp industry still rely on 4-20 mA current loops, whilst other industries, even
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discrete manufacturing, have moved to digital communication. First of these two also noted
that wireless communication is conspicuous by its absence.

The third instrument provider could not come up with examples of conservatism, but when
I brought up the current loops, he affirmed that dairies have adopted fieldbuses and require
them, whilst pulp industry has been reluctant to move from current loops to fieldbuses let alone
wireless communication. This interviewee noted that the adoption of these fieldbuses has been
reportedly slow due to fears that a forklift could by accident cut a cord, which would take 10-20
transmitters down at the same time. In the same fashion this interviewee remarked that wireless
transmitters have not been adopted as the signal could be unreliable in a large paper factory.

Second instrument provider noted that conservativeness can also be explained with risks of
an individual decision-maker: What is the position of the employee if boss notices the employee
ruined x tons of pulp by introducing an unreliable technology. At the end of this section I build
on this conservatism of the individual decision maker by suggesting there is a conflict of interest
between the individual and the company.

However, I consider that the conservativeness is not limited to individual decision makers,
but rather it is engrained in the culture and the prioritization criteria, and likely some other
structures companies use. Indeed, as previous literature demonstrates, risks of production dis-
ruptions or risks related to decreases in product quality are important factors that can hinder
adoption of some technologies (e.g. Rosenberg, 1972; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2019).

Technology readiness

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, innovativeness of organizations follows a similar S-pattern as
individuals. In the context of individuals, adopters are divided to five groups, but I consider in
organizational context this categorization as impractical.

In order to better understand the organizational innovativeness of pulp mills, pulp intervie-
wees were asked the same question: “If you would compare yourselves to other factories in
Finland or worldwide, how positive are you about technology?”

A total of 12 answers can be divided into four groups: Three considered themselves sig-
nificantly better than average, three slightly better than average, three consider themselves as
average and the remaining three gave ambiguous answers perhaps indicating a lower innova-
tiveness than average. However, many interviewees noted the question as hard and some also
argued they do not know enough about other Finnish factories. As the question asked about
relative innovativeness, the result is a bit unclear. Do the interviewees consider the industry
average as conservative? Are most interviewees positive towards technology?

Many of these interviewees argued their factories traditionally have been positive towards
innovation and technology. Majority assured in one way or another that they are still open and
positive towards technology, but many added a caveat that they have to see technology having
some potential or benefit. Specifically, five interviewees12 had somewhat critical comments
towards adoption of new technologies. They argued that they are positive towards working or
beneficial technologies, and whilst they are open, they still note that “reason prevails” and “no
desire to rush”. These comments seem to support Section 4.1.1, which noted investments are
bought for a clear need or benefit.

One of the five critical interviewees identified (independently without leading) some degree
of conservatism regarding the investments, and explained that a reasonably high confidence of

12From all of the aforementioned groups. Four of these stated that they are positive or open towards technology.
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success is needed from an investment. This interviewee gave an example that if a coin-toss-
project could give 3 million and lose 1 million, or a project with 90% success would yield 1
million, then the 90% project is chosen even though the coin-toss-project should be chosen.

These results are hard to interpret. Majority suggested that they are open towards technolo-
gies and consider themselves better than the average, whilst many remained critical. I speculate
that as many considered themselves better than the average, many merely wanted to give a good
impression, whilst few wanted to admit they would be worse than average. Many gave short
answers without any deeper thought, so five people willing to emphasize the critical aspects
seems to be a considerably high share.

Diminished resources and decreased cooperation

Four pulp interviewees stated that resources have been larger before, whilst nowadays resources
of pulp mills are scarce. The interviewees especially noted that the human resources have been
diminished, and the employee time is focused on daily routines. Lack of employee time is
reflected as a slower adoption of new technologies. For example, there is less time to take
new technology into trials. Even though only four pulp interviewees explicitly confirmed the
diminished resources, this type of atmosphere seems to be present also in other interviews.

The four interviewees however did not have a uniform opinion on what the reduced re-
sources actually cause. One interviewee presented this as an obstacle: Previously a lot of
small-scale development took place on factory-level, as employees had time to develop their
own projects during their daily jobs, which according to the interviewee led to many good
inventions.

Second interviewee took the diminished resources merely as a fact, and argued that a factory
just has to adapt to the diminished resources. This interviewee suggested that in order to adapt
to diminished resourced, only reliable technologies that provide a direct benefit are bought. The
interviewee proposed that whilst new technologies are adopted slower, they will eventually
be adopted if they are working technologies. Furthermore, the interviewee pointed out that
especially factories do not have the resources, whilst research centers and other institutions
have.

Third interviewee argued that even though resources are more scarce, and even though
people often blame the scarce resources, he is unwilling to accept it as a constraint: If the
resource is needed it can be bought. He suggested that the organization and other people mainly
have issues accepting that the resources could be bought from outside the company.

While resources have decreased in the industry, it seems that competition between factories
has increased. Many noted that previously cooperation between the Finnish pulp mills was
profound. Nowadays the cooperation on technical aspects such as instrument procurement is
allowed, but interviewees denied active cooperation. One of the four aforementioned intervie-
wees explained that European competition law prohibits active cooperation, which has caused
companies to turn inward. In contrast, the interviewee characterized that previously the forest
industry was like a large family.

Diminished factory-level resources seems to be a relatively significant hindrance to adop-
tion of new technologies. Reduced time also seems to support conservative policies: Instead of
trying uncertain radical innovations, incremental innovations are prioritized.

Rogers (2003) generally proposes that diffusion is an uncertainty reduction process. Com-
munication, trials and observation drive the diffusion by reducing uncertainties. Trialability is
discussed later in Section 4.5, but at this point it is necessary to note that diminished resources
also hinder the uncertainty reduction: Many interviewees indicated they are open for trials,
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but many also argued that they are not the first ones to try novel instruments. It seems that as
factories have less resources, they also have less capabilities to take devices into trials and thus
reduce the uncertainty that is needed for adoption and diffusion.

Conflict of interest

When discussing perceived complexity in Section 4.2, I suggested that installation and mainte-
nance take a lot of employee time, whilst I pointed out that economically these hidden costs are
limited. Regarding instrument installation, I noted that one provider suggested organizational
friction also exerts psychological uncertainty. Here I propose that this psychological uncer-
tainty of individual is indeed a large hindrance to the innovation-decision process even though
formally the payback periods prioritize the investments.

In this study, employees were asked about the criteria of process instrument procurement,
and many of the interviewees’ opinions seem to be based on previous poor experiences. Ev-
idently, not all instrument purchases are failures, and some interviewees explicitly noted that
they have also had good experiences with novel instruments. Nevertheless, it seems that there
is an asymmetry between good and bad experiences, which might make decision-makers more
conservative in the long run.

As one pulp interviewee pointed out, if a process instrument is good, no one knows about
its existence. It operates independently and the data can be used automatically. Another pulp
interviewee explained that if a project is well done, no one asks how much it cost and how many
days it has taken. However, if a new measurement device does not work, it is considerably
awkward for the person who made the decision, as the managers are “really, really angry” of a
project that was poorly executed.

Based on the aforementioned instrument provider, I speculate that psychological uncer-
tainty has an important role. As noted in the previous section, time is scarce in pulp mills, and
I thus speculate that employees need to secure their own time from uncertain projects to daily
routine tasks. In addition to possible time costs, uncertain project has a risk of failure, which
could negatively affect the careers of employees13. This likely drives employees to prefer cer-
tain and proved instruments over uncertain and unreliable novel instruments.

Overall there is insufficient evidence to conclude definitively whether interviewees gener-
ally feel pressured to avoid taking risks, or whether the findings are just experiences of individ-
ual people. However, I find no evidence suggesting that risk-taking would be supported or well
regarded. Further, even if employees are not discouraged to take risks by the management, I
would like to argue that negative experiences are more memorable, and thus again due to avail-
ability heuristic14 the negative experiences have pronounced effect in the decision-making.

4.4 Observability
“is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others” (Rogers, 2003)

Previous literature offers limited understanding on this attribute.
Generally in industrial context, competing factories have little direct visibility over each

others’ processes. On this respect, a process instrument is “hidden”. As stated earlier in Sec-
tion 4.3.2, a good process instrument is supposed to work independently and even personnel at
the factory might not be aware of it.

13This is likely emphasized as industry outlook is uncertain: Disruption of the industry discussed in Appendix B
14The easier some information is to imagine or recall, the more it is emphasized in the decision-making process.
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However, in Section 2.2.1 I suggested that observability is not limited to seeing, but rather
observability describes how easy it is for an adopter to convert another adopter by sharing
experiences and benefits of the innovation. Even though process instruments are not directly
perceivable by external parties, their benefits can be shared by other means.

In this section I first state that there are many alternative communication channels, but
references are the main way an innovation benefit is shared. Hence, as suggested in Figure 4.1,
observability is decreased by a lack of references.

After this I discuss the main advantages of a reference to a potential new adopter. Essen-
tially, reference reduces uncertainties of perceived relative advantage and perceived complexity.
Findings show that a reference factory should be as similar as the potential adopter. Therefore,
as suggested in Figure 4.1, heterogeneity of factories also hinders diffusion as the more hetero-
geneous factories are, the lower value a reference is.

Last, I discuss through which channels the reference itself is communicated.

4.4.1 Communication channels and requirement of references
In previous literature, many studies have consistently found colleagues of both within sector or
the same company as particularly important sources of information. In addition to colleagues,
some studies argue that suppliers have an important role. Interviews confirm that colleagues are
important, as they often confirm references and spread new ideas in common meetings (e.g. De
Groot et al., 2001; del Río González, 2005; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander
& Ottosson, 2007). Pulp interviewees did not explicitly state that suppliers would be impor-
tant information sources, but importance of sales and customer education was emphasized in
provider interviews.

Rather, pulp interviewees suggested that novel instruments are communicated through var-
ious channels such as visiting, calling, brochures et cetera. There does not seem to be one
main channel of communication. The same was also apparent from previous literature, as even
though colleagues and suppliers are the most important, many other information sources are
also used such as consults, industry association, conferences and seminars (e.g. De Groot et
al., 2001; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander & Ottosson, 2010).

I specifically asked various pulp interviewees do they consider a scientific article or a patent
important in the purchasing process. Each and every interviewee felt patents have negligible
effect in purchasing, and all also considered scientific articles more or less irrelevant.

Interviewees objected that even though is a scientific article would show that a process
instrument works, the funding behind the article might be problematic, and in any case in-
terviewees argued demonstrating instrument performance in a laboratory has little value due
to hostility of factory environment. Rather, the interviewees emphasized the importance of a
reference.

References came up almost in every pulp interviewee in one way or another and the reason
is clear: They are the main way to demonstrate technology is reliable and working. Reference
was considered as a purchasing criteria by many interviewees.

References were considered even so important that some claimed that complex process
instruments are not purchased without reference information. Some on the other hand noted
that a reference is not crucial, as every process and every factory is somewhat different. Some
suggested that in the lack of reference the reliability of a complex process instrument has to
be demonstrated with a trial before the instrument is purchased. Trials are discussed after
observability in Section 4.5.
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4.4.2 Main advantages of a reference
Rogers (2003) considers diffusion as an uncertainty reduction process. Communication helps
reducing uncertainty and that is the main role of reference. Reference helps an adopter observe
relative advantage and complexity, and use the observation to refine the initial perception of the
innovation, as shown in Figure 2.2. One pulp interviewee argued that the main function of a
reference is to reduce the work of the factory. The interviewee claimed that with the first device
the work is usually x, and with the following devices the work is half of that.

Interviewees suggested that reference has two main advantages. First, most of the intervie-
wees emphasized that reference describes the reliability, functionality and general usability of
the instrument. It describes whether the instrument is able to operate in pulp mill and survive
through winter, for instance. It describes whether the instrument needs continuous mainte-
nance. Interviewees noted that the reference helps understanding whether the instrument is
good and whether the user is happy. A few considered that a reference helps understanding the
efforts needed to install the instrument to the process, and one interviewee noted that it may
even be interesting to understand how some technical detail is solved at the installation.

Second, some interviewees also noted that a reference helps understanding the mechanisms
of benefit of the instrument by showing how the other factory has used the instrument. Even
though factories are largely heterogeneous, a reference can still provide a basis for calculations.
Although this was suggested by only a couple of interviewees, with new complex process
instruments the benefit can often be uncertain, so I consider this side of reference should be
equally highlighted.

Five interviewees noted that a reference has to be from a similar respective location. One
of these five underlined that a reference from a dairy is not applicable in pulp industry. A cou-
ple also pointed out that longer reference period is better, and geographically closer reference
location is better.

Some interviewees were asked how would they consider a reference of a moisture mea-
surement from a pulp factory that uses sawdust as a raw material. Four noted that sawdust is
a different material and thus only partly helpful. One considered reference somewhat relevant,
but would consider payback time as a more important criteria, and one considered it could be a
good reference as pulping sawdust is more difficult than wood chips.

4.4.3 Communication of the reference
The instrument provider may offer a potential customer factory a reference list. In this case
the interviewees clarified that they generally call to the reference factory and ask about the per-
formance, even if the factory would not belong to the same factory group. A few interviewees
pointed that in some cases the reference factory is visited as a guest of the instrument provider.

Five interviewees also explained that there is a strong interconnection within a factory group
by explaining that there are common meetings as well as direct communication to colleagues
in other factories. Information and best practices, among which references of good instruments
are shared. In addition, one interviewee noted engineering offices also spread references.

As an example of the power of references, in one Finnish factory two complex moisture
instruments have been installed during the last 20 years. The factory had poor experiences on
both, and because of this neither was adopted in any other Finnish factory.
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4.5 Trialability
“the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis”
(Rogers, 2003)

Previous literature offers limited understanding also on this attribute.
If an instrument provider has developed a novel instrument or wants to enter a new market

with an existing instrument, there are no previous references. In many cases, a trial is the only
way to demonstrate that the instrument is reliable, thereby gaining the first references.

As suggested in Figure 4.1, trialability is affected by economic and technical uncertainties
and difficulties of taking an instrument into use, that is, by the same factors as relative advantage
and complexity. This is caused by limited resources of factories: Employee time is needed even
if a process instrument is "turn-key", so only most potential investments are taken into a trial.
The next subsections elaborate on what a trial is and what makes factories unwilling to host
trials.

4.5.1 Terminology of trials
Interviewees described that trials are used for different purposes. Development agreements,
pilot trials and trial periods are different types of trials identified by the interviewees. The first
refers to research and development before the device is on the market. A pilot trial indicates
the instrument might already be used in other industries, but pilot has the assumption that the
device probably has some problems. Last, the trial period is used when the instrument has
already entered the markets, and it should work without troubles, but it is still tested to ensure
practical usefulness and technical reliability on the particular context. However, interviewees
did not use these definitions consistently. Hence, these trials belong to a wide spectrum of
possible trial agreements. Next I outline what a typical trial is like.

4.5.2 Typical trial
In essence, a trial offers similar benefits as a reference. It demonstrates the performance of the
technology to the customer, though trials may also be used to identify areas for development for
the product. Thus, the trial helps a factory reduce uncertainties without investing capital to the
instrument and taking the risk of poor performance. Depending on the contract, typically the
instrument is purchased if it works and fulfils certain criteria, though in some cases the factory
may consider and discuss purchasing it only after the trial.

As process instruments differ, there is no predefined length how long a trial should last.
However, four interviewees suggested that for a complex instrument or even for a simple
flowmeter, months are required to show the instrument survives in the environment. One in-
terviewee pointed out that moisture fluctuates over four seasons, and hence one year would be
needed for a trial of a chip moisture measurement device.

Interviewees remarked that often factory does not pay for the trial. In some cases a modest
rent may take place to compensate instrument provider, and the rent may or may not decrease
the final investment price. However, a trial suffers from the same complexities as purchasing
an instrument: Instrument may be difficult to take into use. Even if the factory pays no rent,
the trial may still require somewhat considerable efforts from factory employees. Three pulp
interviewees noted that depending on how interested the factory is on the project, factory may
pay installation costs, which could range from few thousands to few tens of thousands. One
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instrument provider pointed out that they always paid all the expenses and installations of
pressure transmitters, but factory employees were still needed to make a hole to the pipe.

4.5.3 Willingness to have trials
Even though trials are the main way to reduce uncertainty and show benefits of an instrument,
some factories only rarely test new products.

When interviewees were asked about how positive the factories were towards novel tech-
nologies (described in Section 4.3.2), willingness to host trials, or the lack of it, was often
highlighted. This suggests that willingness to host trial is closely related to the general attitude
towards novel technologies. As with overall technology positivity, the willingness to host trials
can be divided to four groups:

• Two of the interviewees were clearly critical towards trials, and both of them claimed
that the lack of employee time is an issue. Daily routines take a large amount of time, so
there is little time to spare into trials.

• Two interviewees were wary of new trials and preferred others would have tried the
technology earlier.

• Three interviewees were generally quite willing to host trials.

• Three interviewees were particularly willing to try new technologies. One of these three
suggested that laboratory tests should be used to ensure reliability before piloting the
instrument, and the interviewee noted that it is equally important to ensure samples taken
from the main stream are similar and representative.15 The same interviewee also noted
that they have had so many pilots that nowadays they have to have a strong belief that the
technology will work and that it will be beneficial.

Interviewees seemed to have similar opinions: If the technology has potential and can pro-
vide benefits, then they are willing to try. Hence, it seems that trials are important, but the
supply of trials seems to exceed the pulp mill’s demand and capacity to offer a place for the in-
strument provider. It seems that factories mainly invest in trials, which have a high probability
of success. This further emphasizes the requirement of a clear user need, which was discussed
in Section 4.1.1.

4.6 Inertia of individual adoption and rate of diffusion
As pointed out in Section 2.2.2, every step of the five adoption stages (knowledge, persuasion,
decision, implementation and confirmation) requires time. The rate of adoption can be sped up
by increasing the five attributes of innovations, but typically there is some constant organiza-
tional inertia that cannot be overcome. This inertia slows down adoption of individual factories,
and consequently hinders diffusion through the whole industry.

In this section, the inertia is first considered from the point of view of an individual factory.
Then, rate of diffusion of the whole industry is addressed.

15For example if a sample is taken from a dropping flow of chips, it should be ensured that a sample has the
same distribution of particles as the main flow.
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4.6.1 Adoption time of an individual factory
The time and inertia of an individual factory adoption are best discussed using the five stages
of the innovation-decision process. I propose that knowledge is easy to spread. Also, five
innovation attributes described in the earlier sections can speed up persuasion.

As suggested in Figure 4.1, decision and implementation have considerable friction that
increases the inertia of an individual factory’s adoption. For expensive instruments, a purchase
decision often requires approval from the group level, taking months. Moreover, even if a deci-
sion is made promptly, implementation of a process instrument is typically slow as installation
of a complex process instrument in most cases requires a maintenance shutdown, which is held
annually in factories.

Knowledge

As the number of potential customers in Finnish pulp industry is small (17 pulp mills), all
customers can be contacted relatively easily. This study provides a direct example of the facility
of spreading knowledge as the majority of pulp mill managers forwarded the email messages
within few days or after first reminder was sent (Table 3.2).

Globally, reaching all factories is harder, but the number of potential customers is still
relatively low, as there are about 700 pulp mills in the world. In addition, as process industries
are concentrated to a few large global corporations, potential adopters are easier to contact.
Therefore, I would like to argue that in industrial context, information and knowledge are easy
to spread and it is not an inhibiting factor of diffusion.

Persuasion

As knowledge of a new technology is easy to spread, factories can be aware of many investment
alternatives. As factories have various competing options, investments and employee time are
prioritized to the most promising and least uncertain innovations. Therefore, persuasion seems
to be the major bottleneck in the innovation-decision process.

As described in Section 3.1.3, factory employees have a crucial role as experts, who know
their needs best. Therefore, persuasion has to focus on the factory personnel.

One instrument provider interviewee argued that in business to business sales process is
long, and could take months. The interviewee noted that scalability has to be sought by increas-
ing the number of salesmen. Hence, even though factories can be contacted easily, persuasion
needs a lot of time and effort. This is why all provider interviewees emphasized the advantage
of a strong network of retailers. Some pulp interviewees also described that often a foreign
instrument provider uses local suppliers.

The trial discussed in Section 4.5 likely makes decision easier as it is a risk free adoption for
the factory. However if company takes an instrument to a trial, it often commits to purchasing
the instrument assuming it performs according to the specification. Therefore, some time is
needed in persuasion stage even in the case of trials.

As argued in Section 2.2.2, many potential adopters are aware of an innovation but adopt
the innovation only after a long time. The innovation-decision period can of course be sped up
with references and with the five perceived attributes of innovation, and in a best case, critical
equipment can be adopted fast. However, in most cases novel instruments are not critical, so at
least a month is likely needed to gather information and make calculations. Factory employees
may have other urgent priorities and tight schedules that delay the process.
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Decision

After a factory is persuaded to pursue the investment, the next step (not yet discussed in the
findings) is that the investment needs funding. Different factories and divisions even within one
company have different practices, but generally a higher investment price will require involving
more people to the decision. The limits naturally differ, but under 25-50kC a purchase is not
considered an investment, whilst an investment of several hundreds of thousands seems to go
through a lot of scrutiny and a group level approval is likely needed.

Investments with a price of several hundreds of thousands may also need complimentary
financing from the group. According to several interviewees, financing is typically budgeted
every quartile or annually. One interviewee suggested that in rare cases there are also some
faster routes for financing. However, in most cases this creates a lot of inertia to the adoption.

In addition, factory groups have some group level verifications for new providers, but inter-
viewees and one email exchange with a procurement expert indicated that these likely take only
a short period of time. Last, a factory may need to invite tenders, and making a legal contract
also requires some time. Therefore, decision stage likely takes months even if the factory was
already persuaded.

Implementation

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, taking the instrument into use has two parts: Installation and
proving reliability. The section noted that installation requires various tasks from factory em-
ployees, so it is not enough that a process instrument is at the factory gate.

According to the interviewees, installation of a novel instrument is not a likely priority, so
if employees have more important priorities, the planning could take months. Maintenance
shutdown is often needed for complex process instruments, and maintenance shutdowns are
often annual in pulp mills. The installation itself should be rapid as maintenance shutdown
often lasts only for a week.

And in the end, lead time of a complex instrument can also be one year, so even if a mainte-
nance shutdown and planning were not hindrances, it could still be difficult to have instrument
installed on-place under one year.

After the instrument is installed, calibrations have to be taken and accuracy of the instru-
ment has to be proven. These can also be relatively fast depending on the operation principle
of the instrument. However, as noted in Section 4.5.2, proving technical reliability that the
instrument is able to operate in the conditions takes at least a month.

Also, as Section 4.2.1 portrayed, even after the device is operating and it is installed, work
is needed to tie the results of an instrument to the process. This, again, depends on the type of
the instrument, but for a complex instrument a reasonable estimate is a month or two.

Therefore, implementation most likely takes at least one year, but in some cases implemen-
tation of a complex process instrument could take two years due to various lags.

Confirmation

Whether the instrument has been adopted through a trial or through a direct investment, if the
investment does not produce a benefit or fulfill original guarantee values, it is discontinued.
Some interviewees described examples of instruments that were shelved after a year or two due
to poor accuracy and too low benefits to offset troublesome maintenance.

However, if a process instrument works after implementation and provides a benefit after
the successful implementation, there are few reasons to remove the instrument from the pro-
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cess. Especially, as I noted in Section 4.3.2, pulp industry is conservative, so once an instrument
is de-facto part of the process, it in essence becomes problematic to remove it. As I noted in
Section 4.3.1, one interviewee suggested that novel instruments are hard to sell due to conser-
vativeness, but in comparison replacement investments are considerably easier to sell as long
as the customer is treated well.

Time of all five steps

Even though spreading knowledge of a complex instrument takes considerably little time, per-
suasion of factory employees takes at least a month. Further lags of several months are in-
troduced at decision stage at group level if the price of an instrument is high. Most complex
instruments have a long lead time, and they require a maintenance shutdown, so implemen-
tation stage can take a year or more. Depending on the success of the implementation stage,
confirmation may be prompt, but if the instrument is unreliable, confirmation period can take a
long time.

Therefore, even in a best case scenario I would like to argue that adoption of a single factory
has considerable inertia before the factory can be turned into a successful reference. Due to
inertia, the innovation-decision process takes a minimum of one year, but two years could very
well pass.

4.6.2 Rate of diffusion of a whole industry
Previous literature has illustrated innovations, which have diffused in industrial context. Major
innovations offering clear benefits require building new factories, so they have required about
30 years to full saturation as old factories are rarely prematurely shut down. Some incremental
minor innovations have reached 40% market saturation already in a decade, but thereafter they
have diffused slowly, partly due to heterogeneity of factory benefits. Of course an innovation
can always diffuse only partially, or merely slower. (e.g. Ray, 1989; Arens & Worrell, 2014)
However, I propose that these examples are rather the best case scenarios than average cases, so
it is unlikely that an industrial innovation could reach full saturation in 10 years. Unfortunately
the interviews provided limited insight on how long does it take for a single process instrument
to diffuse on the market. 16

Previous literature also shows that industrial innovations follow a typical S-curve (e.g. Ray,
1989; Hall, 2004; Arens & Worrell, 2014). In industrial context, the S-curve does not appear
to be as steep as in consumer businesses, where peer-to-peer networks help driving exponential
diffusion. Then how strong is the internal diffusion between the factories? It is worth discussing
in more detail, as internal diffusion is the main driver of exponential growth.

Again, the interviews provide limited understanding. Previous literature emphasized the
role of colleagues as an information source (Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Thollander
& Ottosson, 2007), and as described in Section 4.4.3, many pulp interviewees pointed out
that there are various communication channels between the factories, which are used to share
good ideas. Therefore, if a process instrument provides a real and concrete benefit, factories in
the same group would share the knowledge. As noted in Section 4.4, good references shared

16If an individual factory would take two years to adopt and spread an instrument to two other factories, the
diffusion would follow exponential curve and after eight two-year-periods, the instrument would have diffused
to 511 factories, which in pulp industry would include most factories. However, this makes too many assump-
tions, and for example due to heterogeneous factory benefits exponential peer-to-peer diffusion might not even be
possible.
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within a factory group definitely help diffusion by spreading knowledge, and they also help in
persuasion.

However, one provider interviewee suggested that diffusion process is slow, and that the
growth of adoption rate is rather linear than exponential. He argued that factories do not gen-
erally persuade each other to adopt instruments. The interviewee concluded the diffusion of a
process instrument adoption is largely hindered by the limited breadth of sales representatives.
As pointed in Section 4.6.1, all providers note importance of sales network. As factories have
heterogeneous benefits, employee time is scarce and there are many competing investments,
and thus, also I consider sales efforts are needed to support persuasion and decision-making.

As the provider interviewee argued, by choosing process instrumentation, one has to accept
that a start-up will not be a unicorn.



Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Theoretical considerations

5.1.1 Theoretical implications
There are two important theoretical implications.

First, this study contributes to the scarce management literature of scientific and process
instruments by systematically identifying major barriers that inhibit diffusion of new complex
process instruments. By focusing on the demand side, this study helps to clarify and interpret
results of a previous success factor study (Rothwell et al., 1974), which offers only limited
insight on process instrument diffusion. Rothwell et al. (1974) found marketing efforts, under-
standing user requirements, communication with outside scientific and technical communities
and R&D performance to be the four most important variables for determining success of a
scientific instrumentation provider. The importance of technology pull by users in scientific
instrumentation was also demonstrated by Utterback (1971).

This thesis supports these two studies such that inhibition of a novel process instrument
adoption seems to be explained with uncertainties of economic benefit, technical unreliability,
heterogeneous benefits of factories and difficulties of implementation. In order to diminish the
effect of economic uncertainties, best way to speed up diffusion is to ensure the instrument is
developed to an established user need. In order to diminish technical unreliability, environment
of the instrument should be carefully studied. The findings of this thesis also show that factories
have a number of possible investments, partly as knowledge of process instruments is easy
to share. This makes the role of external persuasion (marketing and sales efforts, customer
education) especially important.

Second, the findings of this study also provide new empirical evidence on the diffusion of
new industrial innovations. Earlier literature has often retrospectively emphasized the impor-
tance of economic benefits and difficulties (e.g. Goldfarb, 2005; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer,
2017), whereas organizational values and ability to observe and try an innovation are rarely dis-
cussed. By using Rogers’ theory (2003) on the diffusion of innovations and its five perceived
attributes of innovations, this study extends the findings of the previous literature in two ways:
On the one hand, this study emphasizes that uncertainties have a strong effect in the perception
of the economic relative advantage, and on the other hand describes factors related to com-
patibility, observability and trialability. As I suggested that persuasion is especially important
with process instruments, I propose the same applies more generally to industrial innovations.
Knowledge is easy to spread, so factories have many competing investment alternatives. I spec-
ulate there are too many alternatives, so factories have to resort to heuristics such as payback
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times to focus only on certain investments1.

5.1.2 Limitations and further validation
There are certain limitations in this study, and there seem to be four main ways the findings
might be biased. First, most of interviews represent pulp industry. Second, all interviewees
come from Finland. Third, sample could be limited or poorly representative. Fourth, interviews
could induce biases. However, as this thesis has triangulated the subject from both supply and
demand perspectives and by reviewing previous literature describing the diffusion of industrial
innovations, the effect of these four biases is somewhat mitigated. But unarguably they may
have some effect.

The first and second potential biases are evident. I have pointed out that pulp industry is
considered conservative, which is reflected to the corporate values, structures and decision-
making. Finnish paper industry is in distress and thus pulp industry has been under disruption
as new end products are needed to substitute decreasing demand of paper. The findings from
the interviews indicate that currently resources are scarce, whilst a few decades ago lack of
time was not an issue to factories. Additionally, findings suggest that pulp industry differs
from, for example, food industry on the process instrument requirements. Therefore, direct
generalizations to other industries based on this study should not be made, as the results could
be explained to some extent by conservativeness and disruption, which are particular problems
in the pulp and paper industry2.

Nevertheless, previous literature on the diffusion of industrial innovations provides some
understanding on the generality of some of the findings: Importance of economic benefit, pay-
back criteria, complex installations and long adoption process. These all are likely universal
factors that affect the diffusion of industrial innovations. Therefore, it is likely the results are
more or less generalizable to other industries. (e.g. Ray, 1989; De Groot et al., 2001; Rohdin &
Thollander, 2006; Rohdin, Thollander & Solding, 2007; Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer, 2017)

The third potential bias is somewhat relevant. Sample size is relatively small, and only
three instrument providers were interviewed. Also, many of the pulp interviewees come from
the largest factory group of Finland, so values and structures of this particular company might
be somewhat emphasized in the sample. Some interviews were longer with more experienced
employees, whose views are thus emphasized, whilst interviewees who had less experience
were not able to respond to all questions. Furthermore, only a few interviews were long enough
to cover all questions, so findings in essence are a patchwork quilt. In addition, in most cases
only one interviewee per factory is included to the study. Therefore, findings related to organi-
zational innovativeness can be misleading.

The fourth limitation. Even though the academic goal of this study was to find generalizable
conclusions, it is undeniable that actively talking about chip moisture measurement has to some
extent affected interviewees opinions and answers on the general questions. Still, interviewees
broadly discussed also other process instrument types, so I do not think that the example of
chip moisture measurement significantly biased their comments.

To further validate the results and findings of this study, process instrument providers should
be studied more extensively. Studies could should focus on other countries on industries which

1I find the oversupply of innovations familiar to issues regarding recruitments: As individuals looking for an
employment can nowadays send applications by the dozen, recruitment has to resort to heuristics to filter the most
likely candidates to make decisions with limited resources

2Because of the disruption companies have to invest in the development of new end products. This decreases
the availability of capital, which previous literature has considered important driving factor of diffusion.
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are less conservative3.

5.1.3 Future directions on the research of industrial innovation diffusion
This study shows that diffusion in organizational context is not as straightforward as diffusion
of consumer products. Consumers can be divided to groups such as early adopters or laggards,
and these groups can be stereotypes. However, in organizational context this seems contrived,
as different people in organizations have varying agendas, whilst also company strategy, values
and processes affect the diffusion. In addition, organizations have large heterogeneity between
one another.

In this study I described that pulp is a bulk product, yet pulp factories have considerable
heterogeneity due to raw material variations, process types and end products. As benefits of
factories are heterogeneous, researcher should consider whether factories could be considered
as separate independent social systems. In some respect, different industries and different types
of factories should be considered as separate groups with separate diffusion curves. However,
this would lead to more problems than it solves. Thus there are ambiguities on when a diffusion
has reached the maximum potential.

This is related to a more fundamental question that was brought up in the literature(e.g.
Ray, 1989): How should the diffusion be measured? In the industrial context it is unclear
whether diffusion should be considered as the number of factories, factory capacity or some
other variable. As heterogeneous benefits and central limit theorem produce a near bell curve, I
think all options will yield a typical S-curve of diffusion, yet convey a different understanding
on the diffusion.

Some of the considered articles are retrospective diffusion studies. However, I have noted
that these articles have major limitations due to hindsight bias and lack of accurate data. As
Utterback (1974) writes:

“Case studies may continue to be a source of ideas and hypotheses for further
research, but do not appear to offer a means for deeper understanding of the in-
novation process. The retrospective nature of nearly all of the sources discussed
probably means that the process has been viewed as much more rational and well-
ordered than it is in fact.”

Even though this statement was focused on retrospective success factor studies, I consider
this comment is valid also for retrospective diffusion studies. The retrospective studies that I
have described frequently have various explanations for adoption, and combining these case
studies in a meaningful way is difficult due to their different approaches. Rather than case-
studies, there should be more goal-oriented research that would offer generalizations rather
than being limited by various shortcomings.

I regard interviews and surveys better than retrospective studies, as they directly extract raw
data and they directly try to understand reasons for adoption or the lack of it. However, the
studies on the adoption of energy efficient technologies suffer from major shortcomings such
as small sample sizes and simplistic statistical methods. And interviews and surveys offer data
only on a cross-section of the diffusion process.

3I speculate that young and growing industries are less conservative, as status quo is not yet well established. In
immature industries there is room for development and new customers can be served, whilst in mature industries
customers are fixed and product is kept stable.
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Therefore, perhaps there should be forward-looking longitudinal cohort studies that would
actively follow diffusion of various novel innovations, and keep on track with adopter values,
experiences and perceptions that cause the adoption.

Also, in this study I have used both supply and demand perspectives to build understanding
on the adoption and diffusion of process instruments. I am not aware of adoption or diffusion
studies that would include both sides. I consider this as an effective technique in triangulating
the real factors that affect adoption.

This brings the discussion to the general theory and framework of diffusion. Even though I
have decided to use diffusion of innovations -theory of Rogers (2003) in this study as the theo-
retical foundation, I must note it has limitations. Rogers’ theory is very comprehensive, but due
to the overall generality it encompasses, it is robust and complicated. Rogers’ model (shown in
Figure 2.1) encapsulates the main points of the theory, but it also has some ambiguities between
the determinants4.

Studies that have assessed barriers of energy efficient technologies by using economic ra-
tionalizations together with behavioural and organizational rationalizations might be more ap-
proachable and easier to understand and thus on some respect better (e.g. Rohdin & Thollander,
2006; Thollander & Ottosson, 2007). Arens, Worrell & Eichhammer (2017) explains that ear-
lier literature has introduced taxonomy of barriers, which uses six categories, and later research
developed taxonomy with 33 barriers. However, focus on barriers does not explain diffusion as
a phenomenon but the lack of it.

As Rogers (2003, p. 407) explains, diffusion research paradigm originates from individual
decision makers, and early studies focusing on organizations were oversimplifications as data
was typically gathered only from one individual in the organization, but since then organiza-
tional innovativeness has been studied in greater depth. Still, overall Rogers (2003) designates
only one of eleven chapters to diffusion in organizations, which leaves an unsatisfyingly brief
review on history of organizational diffusion research, organizational innovativeness (presented
in Section 2.2.2 of this thesis) and innovation process of organizations (through which inno-
vations are adopted). Rogers (2003, p. 417) notes that innovation process has often studied
communication technologies such as an email system.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the Rogers’ model includes the type of innovation-decision as a
precursor of diffusion, but it includes no additional organization or industry related characteris-
tics such as industry growth rate, so it explains diffusion in organizational context in somewhat
limited way.

I would like to note that Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory is a comprehensive, and
I argue it should be more widely used. However, it seems to be too deeply rooted in the
adoption of innovations by individuals. Organizations are built from individuals, but they have
different kinds of motives and larger heterogeneity than individuals. As (Rogers, 2003, p. 402)
notes, innovation-decision process in organizations is much more complex than in the case of
individuals.

I want to emphasize this difference of individuals and organizations.
My thesis shows companies perceive relative advantage in terms of economic benefit, whilst

individuals may also value social benefits. I propose that companies have differences in struc-
tures, values and processes whilst individuals can be divided to more homogeneous groups.
This thesis also highlights that the potential conflicts of interest between company and employ-
ees may hinder diffusion: Even though an innovation would be beneficial for an organization,
from individual point of view the adoption might not be sensible, as it could increase the work-
load or endanger one’s position. Using Rogers’ model, it is not clear how the perceptions on

4For example, compatibility with user need is closely related to perceived relative advantage.
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relative advantage, complexity and compatibility of both individual and organization should be
combined.

As organizations are clearly different kinds of adopters than individuals, I believe they
should have a distinct theory.

Further, as I suggested in Section 3.1.3, the investment decisions can largely be based on
decisions and perceptions of individuals at a factory level. Rogers (2003, p. 414) calls these
“champions”, who are charismatic individuals who overcomes resistance to drive the adoption.
However, depending on organizational structure, rules, and the type of innovation, these poten-
tial champions may be limited to the few who make decisions (investments) yet in some cases
(adoption of an email system) every person in an organization can be a champion.

For this reason, I think that industrial innovations have particularly different characteristics
of diffusion than information technology innovations, for example. Further, industrial innova-
tions have particularly special diffusion characteristics: Their diffusion is often limited to only
a small number of factories, which have wide heterogeneity (variations of input, processes and
outputs). As the number of factories is limited, I propose they are relatively easy to reach,
so diffusion is mainly limited by persuasion. As industrial innovations are generally expen-
sive, their adoption has to go through a formal process, whilst organization may adopt cheaper
innovations through other channels.

Therefore, I propose an approachable model focusing on the diffusion of industrial innova-
tions is required.

5.2 Managerial implications
In Chapter 4 I discussed various factors that affect the diffusion of a process instrument, and
I presented major and medium factors in Figure 4.1. Now, Figure 5.1 shows how the medium
and major inhibiting factors can be addressed with strategic decisions. The presented potential
strategic decisions are largely based on interviews and the list is not exahustive. As a manager
has innumerable possibilities, I have tried to exclude strategic options that likely have a minor
effect, are too obvious, or have limited use cases. Rather I seek to elicit the most important
decisions or ones that are not obvious.5

I have added one red dash line to illustrate that addressing one inhibiting factor can increase
problems elsewhere. Yellow lines illustrate that a given strategic decision might help or hinder
an inhibiting factor.

Build knowledge on the context and develop to market pull

Managers have to focus resources on building a thorough understanding on customers’ context.
Whether an instrument provider seeks to enter a new industry with an old product, or develop
a novel instrument for an existing market, clear customer need should be ensured and validated
throughout the development process. I suggest that novel complex process instruments should
be developed to market pull than technology push, preferably using the most robust technology
available for the given application to ensure reliability.

There are various ways a greater knowledge can help a process instrumentation. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 5.1, this proposition helps solving two major inhibiting factors. First,
contextual understanding establishes user need and mechanisms of benefit. This ensures that

5To note some additional ideas based on the study, following strategies could be useful: Emphasizing user
education, selling instruments as white-label, focusing on bulk industries with little heterogeneity, focusing on
growing industries that are not conservative, and giving exclusive rights to one factory group.
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Subject to environment characteristics:
Conservativity
Conflicting interests of employee and factory
Diminished resources (lack of time, limited capital)

Uncertain technical reliability
(e.g. trembling, corrosion, changing raw materials)

Major inhibiting factors

Difficult to take into use
(e.g. installation, calibration and ensuring benefit)

Difficult to use
(e.g. frequent maintenance and care required)

Lack of references

Heterogeneous benefit
(raw materials, equipment and end products)

Medium inhibiting factors

Friction of decision and implementation
(e.g. group involvement, maintenance shutdown)

Uncertain economic benefit
(e.g. payback criterion, long-term benefit)

Minor inhibiting factors
Instrument as a 

service
Small provider 

size

Low environmental 
benefit

Substitute hardware complexity 
with software complexity

Ensure reliability through 
robust design

Potential strategic decisions 
to address inhibitors

Second to market

Continuous improvement of 
the instrument

Sell first instruments with a 
discounted price

Build knowledge on the process 
and environment

Process instrument
design principles

Easy calibrations for simple 
installation and use

Measure quantity directly, 
avoid proxy variables

Figure 5.1: Addressing the major factors

the process instrument has demand, as the process instrument is developed to a certain need.
A direct and certain need has a large positive influence on diffusion, as it helps minimizing
uncertainties of economic benefit.

Second, better understanding on the process helps understanding the environment in which
the instrument is installed. Environment is often hostile and it may pose unpredictable chal-
lenges to a process instrument. Therefore understanding challenges of the environment at early
stages of the development is necessary to decrease the number of problems later on. Diffusion
is sped up, as uncertainties of technical reliability are minimized.

Better knowledge also helps salesmen to be more persuasive, as deeper understanding on
the process translates to credibility, and it helps in educating customers about the benefits and
limitations of the new technology. This further helps decreasing both perceived economic and
technical uncertainties thereby increasing the rate of adoption.6

Knowledge on the context can be built in multiple ways. For example, recruiting employees
that understand the customer context is beneficial. Additionally, close cooperation or value co-
creation with the most innovative factories is also needed, and visiting the customer premises
can be helpful in understanding the hostile environment of a factory.

Be second to market

Being the first to invest in a new technology that solves a new problem may have problems:
Uncertainties, lack of mental models and learning curve to name a few. Therefore it can be

6Customer education is a necessary part of the sales process, as if customers do not understand the technical
limitations or otherwise implement a process instrument in a suboptimal way, then their negative experience will
be spread as also potential customers observe the suboptimal benefits.
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easier to approach a problem that is somewhat already addressed to some degree by an existing
product.

Being second to market is a great way to ensure that customers already perceive economic
benefit (relative advantage) from the instrument. When substituting an existing product, cus-
tomers have previous experiences as mental tools (compatibility) that they can use to evaluate
the benefit. This also increases the speed of diffusion, as less customer education is needed.

Additionally, being second to market helps learning from limitations of previous technology
(accuracy, reliability). Understanding these limitations helps in choosing right technology for
the measurement, and preparing for the hostile factory environment.

Invest in continuous improvement

Large heterogeneity in factory benefit slows diffusion partly due to low benefits for some cus-
tomers, and partly due to difficulties in observing the benefit in another factory. Continuous
improvement addresses the former.

Even within a single industry, novel process instruments are likely economically inade-
quate in many factories due to varying raw material, processes and end products. Continuous
improvement of a process instrument helps reaching these initially more demanding customers.
Heterogeneity is even higher between different fields of industries, and as process instruments
are often used in different industries having different factories, continuous improvement is fur-
ther required.

In essence, continuous improvement is achieved with successive generations of a process
instrument. I would consider that first generation could have a low cost with robust measure-
ment to diffuse effectively, after which later product generations could have increased accuracy
and additional features to substitute older generation.

I also suggest that continuous improvement is likely needed, as competing instruments and
other investments also improve over time, though the study only gives a slight indication of
this.

Sell first instruments with a lower price

Lack of references is a considerable issue for a novel instrument. Trials can be helpful, but the
findings suggest that there is an oversupply of trials, so factories want to be quite certain that
the trial will be beneficial in the end.

In addition, factories are aware that due to learning curve of the instrument provider, adop-
tion has lower costs after some instruments are sold to other factories. First of all the instrument
may be cheaper, more reliable or otherwise better. Second, necessary difficulties of installing
an instrument will also decrease over time.

Therefore if economic benefit and technical reliability of a new complex instrument are
uncertain and a provider has no previous references, factories should be given an incentive to
overcome uncertainties. For example, an offer of selling an instrument under the production
costs for only the first few adopters could enhance reliability and give the provider the first
references.

Design principles of a process instrument: Major factors and their prioritization

In Figure 5.1 I have suggested that measuring quantity directly is better than the use of prox-
ies, as it enhances technical reliability. Additionally, robust design of an instrument helps with
uncertain technical reliability and it also often reduces required maintenance, whilst moving
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towards software complexity helps with complex installations. Additionally, easy calibrations
should make installation and use easier. Thus, these four “design goals” should speed up diffu-
sion.

However, I have added red and yellow dash lines to the figure to illustrate that these goals
may also have detrimental effects:

• Robust design could be achieved among other things by taking a sample from the flow,
as sample measurements are less prone to error than measurements from varying flow of
material. Sampler however increases physical complexity.

• Substituting hardware complexity with software complexity should make the instrument
simpler and installation easier, but it may also decrease technical reliability and increase
maintenance frequency.

• Easy calibrations may require a sampler or other mechanical parts, which may increase
physical complexity. Additionally, easy calibrations may require sample measurements
that increase hardware complexity, so even if installation becomes easier due to easy
calibrations, increased hardware complexity may require a maintenance shutdown.

Unfortunately, the study cannot provide universal insight on what exact characteristics an
instrument should have: Should the complexity be in hardware or in software? Should a process
instrument take samples or over the conveyor? How easy should a calibration routine be?
Evidently, these depend on the context. Generally it is a good target to measure the exact
variable if possible, but often proxy variables7 are required.

Even though I cannot provide better understanding on these, I would like to stress these
are important design challenges, and I am positive that managers are capable of evaluating the
alternatives depending on each case.

Rather, I propose a prioritization of three major factors that affect process instrument adop-
tion. I define the three factors as following:

1. Lifetime cost: Costs related to purchasing, installation and maintaining the instrument.

2. Robustness: Ability of the instrument to work reliably despite changes in the material
and factory environment.

3. Performance: Ability of the instrument to measure material fast and accurately. Fast
and accurate measurement is the main way an instrument creates benefit and solves the
user problem. Accuracy can often be increased with time (multiple independent mea-
surements), but a longer measurement time cannot always be tolerated. If measurement
time is fixed, this dimension might condense to accuracy.

In Figure 5.2 I propose these three factors are largely conflicting. Increasing instrument
performance often means robustness and price dimensions deteriorate, whilst increasing ro-
bustness means losing price and performance. According to this model, prioritizing a low cost
would mean losing both robustness and performance. If price is too high, factories are reluctant
to purchase the instrument. If the speed and accuracy are low the competitive advantage and
additional value of the instrument is low. If the instrument is not robust it loses reliability and
it will not be used as a part of process control.

7For example in case of moisture measurement, hydrogen is a proxy of water. Moisture measurement itself is
a proxy for dry wood content.
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Instrument 
benefit and 

payback

Measurement 
robustness

Low lifetime cost Measurement 
performance

Figure 5.2: Three conflicting goals of an instrument

Naturally this model is just a simplification, and there are more trade-offs to developing a
novel instrument, and the division could be more fine-grained8. Still, I consider these three
as the most fundamental dimensions that characterize the instrument and affect the rate of
diffusion.

Therefore, the question a manager should ask is whether to prioritize price, robustness or
performance. The findings of the study emphasize that both economic and technical uncertainty
should be minimized. In other words, instrument should have a clear benefit, and it should
be reliable. Prioritizing robustness of an instrument serves three purposes. First, reliability
is necessary to use instrument as a part of process control, which gives the largest benefits.
Second, it reduces psychological stress of the employee as the provider can guarantee that
the instrument is fully reliable. Third, it reduces long-term costs related to maintenance and
occasional break-ups. Therefore, all process instruments (complex and simple) should be kept
as robust as possible.

Then, I propose that whether to prioritize performance or price depends on whether the
benefit is certain or uncertain.

• Certain benefit: If benefit of the instrument is certain (easily calculable, that is), then
the desired accuracy of an instrument is more or less fixed. Therefore the price is the
free variable, and maximum feasible price of an instrument could be calculated from the
benefit with a payback multiple of 3 or lower.

Christensen (2013, p. 17) suggests in principle #5 that the basis of product choice of-
ten evolves from functionality to reliability, then to convenience and ultimately price. I
propose that this is typically the prioritization order for process instrument factors: First
ensure a certain benefit, user need and ensure technology can reach the required per-
formance (functionality), after which ensure that the instrument is reliable (reliability).
Then focus on decreasing lifetime cost (convenience and price).

• Uncertain benefit: In many cases benefit is more or less uncertain with a novel instru-
ment even though theory could suggest that some benefit exists9. Robustness has to be

8Robustness could be divided to physical and software robustness. Speed could be divided to accuracy and
measurement time. Lifetime cost includes other dimensions such as cost of calibration, or cost of implementation
besides the purchase price.

9Factories differ in many aspects, and factory has uncertainties whether the instrument is beneficial for the
particular process. Additionally, if a new market is entered with an existing product, benefit can be uncertain.
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prioritized in every case, but if the benefit is uncertain for the customer, I propose that
price should be fixed rather than the instrument performance.

Price affects decision-making of a factory in various ways. First, lower price lowers
payback time. Second, trials and purchases are easier to arrange as more uncertainty is
accepted. Third, a low price also diminishes people taking part in the decision-making as
an expensive instrument (several hundreds of thousands) needs additional funding from
group level10.

Even though performance has an important role in differentiating the novel instrument
from the old, according to the findings, performance only has a limited effect: High
accuracy and measurement speed suffer from inaccuracies of other instruments and slow
response times of industrial processes. A high accuracy measurement of one variable
disappears to the noise from other changing variables.

Of course, performance of the novel instrument should be preferably better than the
one of earlier technologies, but in uncertain cases there likely is no earlier technolo-
gies. Therefore, I propose that a low price is more important than a high performance of
an instrument.

I encapsulate this proposition in Figure 5.3. This division between known and unknown re-
sembles the difference of sustaining and disruptive innovations (Christensen, 2013). However,
the unknown also refers to radical sustaining innovations that suffer from technical uncertainty
due to a high degree of radicality.
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Figure 5.3: Prioritization of factors based on customer benefit

10An indicative maximum price for an instrument having an unsure benefit could be 100kC, as below this
threshold charm pricing is also beneficial.
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Appendix A

Role of scientific users in scientific instru-
mentation

Von Hippel (1976) studied 107 scientific instrument innovations (minor or major improve-
ments) and found that in majority of cases users had a significant role: In 77% of the cases
(82% for only major), improvements were “invented, prototyped and field-tested by users”.
In these cases where user invented the improvement, first commercial manufacturer was only
working towards improving reliability, manufacturability and the convenience of operation of
the new innovation.

As mainly improvements of the instruments are studied, the study focuses on the following
four instrument types: (Von Hippel, 1976)

1. Gas chromatography (11 major improvements)

2. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry (14 major improvements)

3. Ultraviolet absorption spectrophotometry (5 major improvements)

4. Transmission electron microscopy (14 major improvements + 63 minor improvements)

Von Hippel (1976) explains the study was limited to these instruments, as they were recent
enough to have the data available, and as these four classes of instruments have large func-
tional value both for research and industry, specifically noting usefulness for process control.
According to Table 2 of the article, prices of these instruments range approximately from 5 to
$50k (Von Hippel, 1976). Thus, if these are applied to factories to help process control, these
would be clearly complex process instruments.

The improvements included in the study have a highly technical nature. A comprehensive
list of the improvements can be found from Von Hippel (1988). These improvements are mainly
developed by scientists that are employed in an university or an institute, though some of these
innovative users improving the technology have been employed in a private manufacturing firm
(Von Hippel, 1976). Clearly factories do not have capabilities to develop these.

Therefore, the study does not provide clear insight on process instrument improvements
and diffusion. Still, results of the study suggest that an instrumentation company (scientific
or process) should actively follow relevant work of universities and institutions, and use these
external parties in developing these instruments further.

Further, Spital (1979) continue the work of Von Hippel (1976) by studying 26 improve-
ments of scientific instruments. He finds minor innovations often have little user involvement.
In addition, Spital document that large number of improvements of a scientific instrument ac-
tually are direct copies, that are also manufacturer dominated improvements. This study does
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not state clearly whether the scientific instrument users are scientists, but I assume instruments
of this study are mainly used by scientists.

A later study by Riggs & Von Hippel (1994) builds on the aforementioned study of Von
Hippel (1976) by studying 64 major improvements on Auger Electron Spectroscopy (Auger)
and Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (Esca), which are two types of related in-
struments that are used to study solid surface chemistry. The improvements are of same nature
as in the study of Von Hippel (1976).

With Auger and Esca, majority (82%) of improvements on new functional capability were
innovated by users. However, majority (87.5%) of convenience and reliability improvements
were innovated by the manufacturer. About half of improvements on sensitivity and accuracy
were developed by users, the other half by manufacturers. In total, only 44% of the major
improvements were developed by users, which seems to conflict the 82% presented by Von
Hippel (1976). Riggs & Von Hippel (1994) argue that the discrepancy is caused by a higher
level of scientific importance of the four types of instuments von Hippel studied.

Authors also gathered ratings from five experts (scientists and instrument firm employees)
to understand the level of scientific and commercial importance of each innovation. The re-
sults show that users of these scientific instruments mainly develop improvements which have
a higher scientific importance, whereas manufacturers develop improvements which have a
higher commercial importance. Still, improvements by manufacturers had scientific impor-
tance and improvements of scientific users also had commercial importance.

However, the study lacks information whether the experts were given the information on
who developed each innovation. Even if this information was not given, according to the study
the experts had a strong background with Auger and/or Esca, so they likely knew whether a
specific improvement was made by user or by a manufacturing company. This may strongly
affect the result via cognitive biases such as anchoring.



Appendix B

Finnish pulp industry

B.1 Pulp industry characteristics
General pulp and paper sector characteristics are elaborated by del Río González (2005). As the
present study takes place in the same industry though in a different country, the characterization
described by del Río González are repeated below:

• It is a scale and capital intensive sector requiring large investments.

• Very large firms profiting from economies of scale coexist with very small firms that take
advantage of small niche markets.

• Cyclical behaviour and imbalances between supply and demand exist.

• Chronic indebtedness may lead to technological continuities and inertia.

• Relevance of raw materials and energy in the cost structure of firms.

• Although traditionally considered as a low-technology sector, pulp and paper firms show
a high technology dynamism, introducing technological innovations developed by sup-
pliers.

• Incremental technological innovation prevails.

• Technological complexity. Pulp and paper production is made up of a set of interrelated
processes. Innovation in this sector is related to the systemic integration of different
technologies. The collaboration between user and supplier is the most relevant source of
innovation in the sector.

• Increasing importance of environmental protection in technological changes.

As del Río González (2005) continues, pulp and paper industry has a large environmental
impact as it consumes large amounts of wood, and uses environment as a sink to push emis-
sions in. Pulp and paper industry is well-known in Finland of its environmental impact – a
Finnish proverb used in paper industry municipalities characterizes the attitude: “It is money
that smells”.

Additionally, Kangasharju (p. 145 2018) explains that in pulp manufacturing competition
is mainly focusing to cost-efficiency rather than innovation.
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B.2 Finnish pulp industry under disruption
Kangasharju (2018) describes the recent Finnish economy history and “deprecession”, into
which the Finnish economy was pushed by the financial crisis and eurozone crisis. Kangasharju
(p. 84 2018) only briefly mentions distress of forest industries as an antacedent of the economic
fall, even though gradual weakening of the pulp and paper industry has been significant during
the last decades. Kangasharju likely leaves forest industries on the sidelines, as he focuses
mainly on political reforms and competitiveness of the Finnish industry and economy, which
partly explain problems of forest industries.

Despite strong roots and history of paper industry in Finland, the industry is in jeopardy.
Industry has been subjected to structural change, as demand of paper has decreased after the
financial crisis. According to Hetemäki & Hänninen (2013) newest paper machine was built in
1998 to Rauma, after which investments have mainly focused on maintenance and improvement
of existing machines. Between 2000 and 2011, both gross production and export value con-
tracted about 30% (Hetemäki & Hänninen, 2013). Consumption of paper has slightly decreased
in OECD countries (Andres et al., 2014) whilst eucalyptus has substituted Finnish trees, which
take a longer time to grow. Cheaper workforce combined with cheaper raw material in South
America has consequently contracted Finnish paper industry.

Pulp and paper industries comprise two-thirds of the total production value of Finnish forest
industry, which accounts to about 20% of Finnish exports, and paper is still the most important
export product (Tilastokeskus, 2020; Jarmo, 2018). However, the industry is on decline as 43
paper machines have been closed during the last 21 years (Talouselämä, 2019). Importance
of paper has been diminishing further and closures are continued: Multiple factories and indi-
vidual machines have been closed during the last years (e.g. Halinen, 2015; Ukkonen, 2019).
Lately, as Covid-19 decreased paper consumption by a third, outlook of Finnish paper industry
is further diminished (J. Järvinen, 2021). In response to the decreasing demand, Kaipola paper
mill was closed in 2020 (Heikkilä et al., 2020). This melancholic atmosphere in the industry
has been portrayed by Miika Nousiainen in his book Metsäjätti (2011): Profitable mills face
closure despite employee flexibility.

Regarding energy consumption, Finnish pulp and paper industries are competitive. How-
ever, two years ago in 2019, fiberline technical ages were on average thirty years. (Suojanen &
Huotari, 2019)

On the other hand, pulp is considered a versatile material, and industry seeks to develop
new products to fill the gap created by the diminishing demand of paper (J. Järvinen, 2021).
For example, pulp based textiles are being developed (Pylkkänen, 2020). Additionally, Sunila
mill has been extracting lignin, and in 2019 it started a project to produce bio-based coal, which
could substitute fossile raw materials in battery markets (Kykkänen & Veteli, 2019).

Further, even if paper is in decline, pulp mills are still built in Finland. In 2015, Metsä
Fibre decided to build a large modern factory to Äänekoski (Vuorela, 2015) and in 2021 the
same group decided to build a factory to Kemi (Tiihonen et al., 2021).

Essentially, even though new factories are being built, industry is pressured to renew and
paper is being replaced by carton and other bio-based products. Thus, in essence, the industry
is under a major disruption.
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B.3 Current state of Finnish pulp industry
Currently in 2021, there are 17 pulp mills in Finland, of which 2 are semi-chemical (NSSC)
mills, whereas 15 mills use kraft process. In this thesis, these 17 mills are studied.

The Finnish pulp industry is dominated by three pulp and paper groups (number of factories
in the parentheses): Stora Enso (8), UPM-Kymmene (3) and Metsä Fibre (4). In addition there
are two pulp factories that are independent of the three main groups: Mondi Powerflute is a
part of a global packaging and paper group, whereas Kotkamills has been an independent pulp
factory producing pulp from sawdust as well as wood chips. Recently Kotkamills has been
bought by Mayr-Melnhof (Tahkokorpi, 2020).

A detailed list of the factories is provided in Table B.1. The table shows a large hetero-
geneity between the factories: Capacities, process types and input material differ. According to
Suojanen & Huotari (2019), producing softwood pulp requires at least 5.4% more energy than
hardwood.

Product differences introduce more heterogeneity to the sample. However, each factory can
provide pulp for multiple products and some sell pulp out of the factory, so this dimension is
hard to capture in the table. Also, there are differences even within one group of products:
Suojanen & Huotari (2019) point out that papers can be thin or thick, and thin papers can use
more energy per ton and likely suffer more from poor pulp quality, whilst thick papers might
benefit from a shoe press that squeezes water off reducing drying heat.

Another major source of heterogeneity is technological age of an individual factory. It is
difficult to define as different parts of the process are replaced at different intervals, so this
dimension is not included in the table. Newest pulp mill is in Äänekoski.

Finnish paper machines are relatively modern with about 26 years age, whilst with the
exception of Lithuania and Hungary most European paper machines are 23-38 years old. How-
ever, Finnish fibrelines have an average technical age of about 30 years, which is higher than
the one of typical european country. Finnish paper consumes more MWh than many other
countries, whilst Finland is the second most energy efficient kraft pulp producer in Europe, and
it has a better energy efficiency than Germany or Sweden. Energy intensity per value added
however is worse than in many other countries. (Suojanen & Huotari, 2019)

Integrate mills save energy as surplus energy from pulp production in paper making, also
decreasing need to dry pulp as well as reducing logistic related costs, though at the same time
non-integrated mills may benefit from hornification effect (Suojanen & Huotari, 2019). Most
Finnish pulp mills are integrates, though some factories do not have an integrated paper or
carton machine1.

Finnish climate is also a significant factor: 10C drop in the inflow water increases energy
consumption roughly 5%. (Suojanen & Huotari, 2019)

1There is limited information available on where pulp is sold or used. Apparently Uimaharju, Sunila and
Joutseno lack paper and carton machines. In Rauma, pulp mill and paper belong to different companies.
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Company Mill Capacity Type Batch/Continuous Species
Stora Enso Tainionkoski 195 kraft batch conifer
Stora Enso Heinola 300 NSSC continuous birch
Stora Enso Varkaus 310 kraft continuous conifer
Stora Enso Sunila 375 kraft continuous conifer
Stora Enso Veitsiluoto 380 kraft continuous birch, conifer
Stora Enso Enocell 490 kraft batch birch, conifer
Stora Enso Oulu 550 kraft continuous conifer
Stora Enso Kaukopää 850 kraft continuous birch, conifer
Metsä Fibre Kemi 610 kraft continuous birch, conifer
Metsä Fibre Rauma 650 kraft batch conifer
Metsä Fibre Joutseno 690 kraft continuous conifer
Metsä Fibre Äänekoski 1300 kraft continuous birch, conifer
UPM Kaukaa 770 kraft batch birch, conifer
UPM Pietarsaari 800 kraft both birch, conifer
UPM Kymi 870 kraft continuous birch, conifer
Mondi Powerflute 300 NSSC continuous birch
Mayr-Melnhof Kotkamills 155 kraft continuous birch, conifer

Table B.1: Finnish pulp mills and their characteristics. Capacity in kilo tons. Data collected
from various sources, some of which might be outdated and inaccurate.



Appendix C

Effect of moisture on kraft process

Kraft process (sulphate process) is the main modern pulping type, as it has replaced sulphite
process. In addition, there are other ways to make pulp such as mechanical and semi-chemical
pulping. This master’s thesis focuses only on chemical pulp mills (kraft and sulphite).

There are two types of kraft processes: Continuous cooking and batch cooking, but both
continuous and batch can further be divided to different subclasses (Ikaheimonen et al., 2000;
Tolonen, 2019). Most pulp mills use wood chips as a raw material. Sawdust can be used, but it
can complicate the pulping process, so when sawdust is used, pulp is made with a continuous
cooking process, whereas both continuous and batch cooking can be used for wood chips (Ika-
heimonen et al., 2000). Only one mill in Finland is using sawdust as a primary raw material
for pulping.

Using process instruments to better know incoming material as well as material flows within
the process is an important way to increase kraft process efficiency through better process
control. Wood chips, however, are generally poorly understood, as moisture measurement from
wood chips accurately is difficult in factory environment. Main components of wood chips are
moisture and dry wood (mainly cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin), but in addition wood chips
also contain extractive agents.

Generally, wood chip parameters such as moisture and chip size should be held constant to
avoid problems with kraft process. Changes in chip size and moisture as well as wood age can
create problems in measuring the quantity of chips administered to the process, which leads to
possible chemical imbalances in the cooker. (Ikaheimonen et al., 2000; Brännvall & Kulander,
2019)

Below is a rough description of main steps of kraft process, and how moisture affects these
steps.

1. Pre-processing: Logs have to be debarked as bark contains extractive agents and other
impurities. After debarking, logs are chipped and then stored. Depending on a factory,
chips are typically stored in piles, and piles have raw material for weeks. However, some
factories store chips in silos for only a few days.

Wood chip pile, matures over time, as one or two weeks can increase a wood chip pile
temperature to 50 degrees, in which bacteria will use extractives (Routa et al., 2017).

In theory, rain or a hot weather can increase moisture content heterogeneity in chips, so
that chip surface and chip core have differing moisture (Brännvall & Kulander, 2019).

2. Presteaming: At this step, chips are heated to a right temperature with steam, which
removes air from capillary vessels. This step takes 2-3 minutes. Besides expelling air,
another purpose of presteaming is to raise chip temperature and distribute it evenly.
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Decreased moisture content increases the ability to heat up and transfer chemicals to
wood chip. Respectively, increased moisture content may cause uneven treatment of
chips, which causes only chip surface to delignify leaving chip core unaffected with the
treatment (Cullis et al., 2004).

3. Impregnation: During impregnation step, white liquor is introduced to wood chips. This
step takes around 1 hour. Impregnation of white liquor should be evenly distributed for a
successful cooking.

Success of impregnation and liquor penetration into chips are based on parameters related
to three parts: Wood chips, liquor and the process. Wood moisture, chip size and air
content are both wood related properties, and largest unknown factors in the process.
Air obstructs wood capillaries, which slows impregnation. Because of this, presteaming
of wood chips is critical to remove air pockets in the wood. As a result, wood chips
with higher moisture are preferred. If liquor penetration in the impregnation step is low,
cooking will be hindered, and process yield reduced. (Malkov et al., 2002)

Moisture content and wood content are used to calculate the amount of white and black
liquor needed for the process. If water and wood content of wood chips is not known ac-
curately, a wrong amount of white liquor will be administered to the process, which leads
to a poor process efficiency. For example, if moisture is higher than considered, concen-
tration of active chemicals is diluted(Ikaheimonen et al., 2000; Brännvall & Kulander,
2019).

4. Cooking: Cooking happens in a digester, and takes about 2 hours. During cooking,
lignin is dissolved into white liquor, which becomes black liquor. Digestion of thick
chips is inefficient: Either the center of the chip will not digest at all, or the chip will
digest unevenly. Black liquor is burned in the recovery boiler to produce electricity from
lignin, and to recover the chemicals.

The effect of moisture and correct amount of chemicals is not limited only to the impreg-
nation step. Rather, moisture and chemicals administered will also affect liquor/wood
-ratio, which is an important indicator of cooking. Liquor refers to the sum of water,
condensate, white liquor and black liquor. If liquor/wood -ratio is too low, all chip cap-
illary pores are not in contact with the liquor, which decreases yield. If moisture content
causes liquor/wood -ratio to rise too high, then delignification process will take longer,
as concentration of chemicals in the cooking liquor are diluted too much. (Ikaheimonen
et al., 2000; Brännvall & Kulander, 2019)

Delignification progress of cooking is often modeled with a H-factor, according to which
delignification “H” is an integral of reaction speed by time (Ikaheimonen et al., 2000).
Reaction speed on the other hand depends on the concentration of chemicals, so too
low alkali content will reduce reaction speed and either reduce yield or increase pulping
time, and too low alkali content can also impede total impregnation of chip cores, as
alkali depletion might occur (Brännvall & Kulander, 2019).

According to Broberg (2019), too high alkali content can cause peeling and alkaline hy-
drolysis, which may reduce yield by degrading cellulose. A high initial moisture content
seems to buffer against hydrolysis due to slower rate of heating (Cullis et al., 2004). Then
again, according to Brännvall & Kulander (2019) high alkali impregnation and alkali re-
action with wood may actually be desired, as it increases diffusion paths and thus ensure
chips are thoroughly impregnated with hydroxide ions.
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5. Washing, screening and bleaching: After cooking, pulp is typically washed and bleached
periodically. Purpose of washing is to clean pulp by removing soluble impurities. Pur-
pose of bleaching is to make pulp white by continuing delignification. Pulp is also
screened to ensure pulp is uniform, whilst rejects (poor quality, too long or short) are
separated from the pulp.

Success in pulp cooking is significantly reflected to later stages (that is, washing, screen-
ing, bleaching, recovery) (Ikaheimonen et al., 2000). Specifically, unsuccessful cooking
can increase kappa variability, increase rejects and therefore reduce yield. Unsuccessful
cooking may also, require increased post processing, leading to increased consumption
of energy and to a higher amount of bleaching chemicals used.
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